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ÖZET 

Bu çalışmada Hemşirelik alanındaki İngilizce teknik metinleri okumaya 

başlamadan önce, bu dalda öğrenim gören öğrencilerin teknik ve yarı teknik kelimeleri 

tanıma ve sınıflandım1a aktivitesi yapmalarının okuduğunu anlamadaki değeri 

araştırılmıştır. Böylelike bu tür metinlerde geçen ve bilimsel Türkçe metinlerde de 

kullanılan, yani öğrencilerin de aslında kendi mesleki alanlarından bileceği teknik ve 

yan teknik (bilimsel kavramları açıklamaya yarayan) kelimelerin farkına varılması ile 

öğrencilerin parçaları anlamada daha başarılı olacakları varsayılmıştır. 

Bu tanıma sürecinin öğrencilerin okudukları parçaların içerdiği konu hakkındaki 

varolan bilgilerini harekete geçireceği ve böylece metinlerde daha fazla detayın farkına 

varacakları düşünülmüştür. 

Sözü edilen amaçlarla ilgili olarak Osmangazi Üniversitesi Sağlık Meslek Lisesi 

son sınıf öğrencileriyle deneysel bir çalışma yapılmış ve her biri yaklaşık 28 kişi olan 

iki sınıf sırasıyla ikişer kez hem deney, hem de kontrol grubu olmuştur. 

Gruplar hemşirelikle ilgili dört adet özgün metin okumuş ve her okumanın 

ardından test edilmişlerdir. Deney grubu, kontrol grubundan farklı olarak, okumaya 

başlamadan önce kendi başına, yani öğretmenin hiç bir müdahalesi olmaksızın bir 

kelime tanıma aktivitesi yapmış ve kelimeleri "teknik", "yarı teknik" ve "bilmiyorum" 

(anlam ya da sınıflandınna açısından) şeklinde sınıtlamıştır. 

Testler çoktan seçmeli, açık uçlu ve Türkçe olarak anladığını yazma 

bölümlerinden oluşmuştur. 

İstatisitksel analizlere göre deney ve kontrol grupları arasında parçaları anlama 

açısından anlamlı bir fark görülmemiştir. Ayrıca öğrencilerin bazı kelimelerden, 

özellikle yarı teknik olanlardan yola çıkarak cümleleri yanlış yorumlayabildiği 

gözlenmiştir. 

Sonuç olarak bu aktivitede öğrencilerin tek başlarına başarılı olamadıklarından 

dolayı bu işlemin öğretmenler tarafından öğretilmesi önerilmiştir. 
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ABSTRACT 

This research atteınpts to investigate the value of recognising and identifying 

content area words as schema activators (backbrround knowledge of subject) in reading 

authentic content area texts. 

In order to increase students' lexical awareness, particularly on technical and 

subtechnical words, the students are asked to identify and classify the words in 

authentic materials on their own, under the headings technical, subtechnical, or I do not 

know (the meaning of the word or to which group is belongs to). In other words, the aim 

of this study is to detennine to what extend transferred L 1 vocabulary affects reading 

comprehension of scientific texts that contain technical or subtechnical cognates or 

borrowings. 

An experimental study was conducted with control and experimental brroups in 

order to find out the value of word identification and classification. 

The subjects of this study were two single-gender (female) intact dasses of 

fourth grade students in Osmangazi University's Nursing High School, Eskişehir. Two 

pre-intermediate brroups of total 56 subjects were treated as both experimental and 

control groups in turns, and read tour authentic reading passages fonn nursing journal s 

and a textbook on diseases for native speaker nurses. 

The experimental groups were given the vocabulary grid to fill in before reading 

the passages whereas the control groups read the texts directly. After each reading 

session, four tests were adınİnistered to the learners that consisted of multiple choice, 

open ended questions anda re-writing task in the native language. 

The result of this study indicated that there was not a significant difference 

between the students who were asked to fill in the grid on technical and subtechnical 

vocabulary prior to reading, and the students who read the texts directly without 

focusing on lexical items. The content schema of the students were activated in both 

experimental and control brroups. 

The reasons for this equal result might include the fact that both the control and 

experimental groups had a considerably high amount of background knowledge, 

therefore the experimental measure had not a significant effect. 
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Examination of the idea units revealed also findings that were consistent with 

Laufer and Sim's (1985) study. Similar to Laufer and Sim's observation, thesubjectsin 

this study, operated from lexical items first, made incorrect guesses about the meaning, 

and arrived at an erroneous interpretation when they could not understand a sentence. 

To conclude, when the students are Jeft on their own abilities, the word 

identification and classifıcation activity proved to be ineffective in increasing reading 

comprehension, and the results suggest that the students did not benefıt from the word 

identification and classification activity. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background to the Problem 

Language learning involves four basic skills: listening, speaking, reading and 

writing. One of these macro-skills used in instructional English as a Foreign Language 

(EFL) settings as well as non-instructional professional environments is reading. Simply 

defıned by Williams (1984:2), reading "is a process whereby one looks at and 

understands what has been written." On the word 'understands,' Williams (1984:3), 

concludes: 

Understanding is not an 'all or nothing' process, and from that it follows that reading is not an 
'all or nothing' process either. Reading can often be a stıuggle after understanding, especially 
where language teamers are concemed. Part of the teacher's job is therefore to devetop within 
the learner strategies that will help him in this stıuggle. 

In order to help learners to overcoıne this 'struggle,' research in EFLIESL reading has 

grown enormously in the past 30 years. 

Recent reading research and practice focuses primarily on 'interactive 

approaches' to reading; an assumption which argues that "reading is a combination of 

identification and interpretation ski lls" (Grabe, 1991 :375). These approaches have been 

devcloped mainly under the influence of the "psycholinguistic model of reading" 

proposed by Goodman ( 1967). Goodman characterises reading as a "psycholinguistic 

guessing game" where the reader does not just decode the visual input, but also makes 
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use of what he already knows, predicts information, and confırms his predictions by 

reading the text (Grabe, 1991). 

Other suggestions of models also exist to explain different interactions during 

reading. Coady's model of the ESL reader (1979), for example, views reading as the 

interrelation of background knowledge, canceptual abilities and process strategies (in 

Carre ll, 1984 ), as seen in Figure 1: 

Model of the ESL Reader, Coady (1979:7) 

Canceptual abilities Background knowledge 

Process strategies 

Figure I 

In this model, Coady refers to general intellectual capacity by 'canceptual abilities.' 

'Process strategies' include many considerations and components related to the reading 

process itself such as knowledge of lexis and structure, employing reading strategies, 

ete. 'Background knowledge' comprises what the reader brings to the text from his own 

world knowledge and it also includes his expectations from the text. Some readers may 

nıake use of one of these components nıore than the other two depending on their level 

of profıciency in reading. 

In both Goodman's and Coady's models, the reader's backt,rround knowledge is 

one of the basic components of reading comprehension. As stated in Chen and Graves 

(1995:664), "fundamental to text comprehension is the reader's ability to organıse 

information and connect new knowledge to he or she already possesses." 
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The influence of background knowledge is commonly associated with sclıema 

theory, which deseribes how prior knowledge is processed in memory and used in 

higher level comprehension (Anderson and Pearson, ı 984). Within the framework of 

scheına theory, Carrell and Eisterhold (1983:556-557) mention the following: 

Effıcient comprehension requires the ability to relate the textual material to one' s own 
knowledge. Comprehending words, sentences, and en tire texts in vol ve more than just relying 
on one' s linguistic knowledge. 

lt is often necessary to highlight the distinction between formal sc/ıema 

(backbrround knowledge of the structure) and content schema (background knowledge 

of content). In common, it has been found out that the higher the background 

knowledge of a text' s content area, the greater the comprchension of that. The role of 

content schema might be so cffective that it might overcome linguistic deficiencies, i.e. 

formal schema (Coady, ı 979: 12). 

Contrary to these suggestions, it is argued that previous knowledge may cause 

the reader to create false hypotheses about a text. In such cases, the reader operates 

first from lexical clues to ıneaning, then he creates erroneous hypotheses about the 

content, i.e., he makes incorrect guesses about the meaning and forthcoming 

infonnation, and finally he imposes his own belief of structure to the whole so that he 

ends up with an inadequate interpretation of the text (Laufer and Sim, 1985; Schumm, 

ı 993). This miscomprehension occurs especially in reading authentic, unsimplified 

texts, where the content requires cultural background of the subject or the target 

language. As pointed out by Gebhard (1987:22), the effects of cultural bias increase if 

the text is especially non-technical. 
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In order to avoid culture bias, an alternative approach to reading is the content 

centred approach, in which this problem is at a minimum level. Content centred 

approach would be most benefıcial in settings where the students have "no basic need 

to learn English other than to gain information from journal articles, manuals, and 

textbooks in their university studies and future employment "(Hudson, 1991 ). This 

seems to be the case in most of the English teaching programmes in Turkish schools, 

even universities where the students do not have the opportunity to communicate with 

native speakers or to go abroad. Research on reading in student's own content area 

usually implies that content based approach is intrinsically ınotivating, interesting, 

relevant, and appeals to students' future needs. Etchells ( 1987:29), for example, says 

that if the English of the medical students is lacking, "at least they can compensate by 

showing off their medical knowledge" ina medical content area setting. 

What needs further emphasis is that most of the theoretical bases in favour of 

reading comprehension that are mentioned above already exist in English for Specifıc 

Purposes (ESP) or English for Science and Technolot,ıy (EST) settings. According to 

Philips ( 1981: l 01) EST has the following principles: 

1. reality control 
2. nontrivialty 
3. authenticity 
4. tolerance of errors 

These principles help the students to become independent readers in the future and 

provide real life like situations during reading authentic materials. In other words, 

taking advantage of what the students already know would be a better point to start 

instead of what he failed to learn (Mackay and Mountford, 1978). 
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One of the essentials of ESP methodology is the use of authenlic materials, and 

the value of authenticity has also been realised recently in ESLIEFL settings. The term 

authenticity is defıned and its iınplications have been stated elsewhere in growing 

literature (e.g. Hague and Scott, 1994; Rogers and Medley, 1988; Haines, 1995; Wong, 

Kwok and Choi, 1 995; Yuk- Chun Lee, 1995; Bacon and Finneman, 1990; also cf. 

Glossary). It is coınmonly accepted that authentic materials are normally produced for 

native speakers rather than for foreign language learners. The primary goal of such 

ınaterial is to communicate meaning but not to teach or exercise language stmctures or 

vocabulary. The learners' future needs are especially of great concern to ESP reading 

because, as Ku o say s, ( 1993: 178) "What we should not forget is that the learner 

eventually must cope with unsimplifıed materials." 

There is no doubt that English has been accepted as the principal language of 

science and technoloi:,ıy for many years. In 1957, UNESCO reported that n early two 

thirds of engineering literature was published in English, however, only one third of the 

world's professional engineers could read in English (Mackay and Mountford, 1978). 

Similarly, Baldauf and Jemudd (1983) have found that since 1965, the use of English in 

professional settings has increased dranıatically and more than 65% of all international 

chemistry, biology, physics, medicine and mathematics journals are now in the English 

language (Johns and Dudley-Evans, 1991 :302). Therefore the learners are likely to read 

authentic materials concerning their professions, and need helpin comprehending these 

kinds of texts. 

Reading in ESP has three major roles. The primary role is to enable the student 

to understand information in occupational textbooks, journals, magazines, research 

reports, abstracts and other authentic materials. The second role is to reinforce 
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professional background knowledge and to gain new infannation from different sources 

(Emener, 1989) as well as to practise structure and vocabulary which are the 

fundamentals of reading and language (Valette, 1969, cited in Emener, 1989:2). In 

addition, the third and most important role is to enable the student to master linguistic 

forms by focusing mainly on structure, since problems on vocabulary will be reduced 

considerably in ESP texts because of the technical terıns and due to students' prıor 

knowledge ofthe subject. 

Both in EFL and ESP settings, reading comprehension is often facilitated 

through pre-reading activities, which have Sİ!:,rııificant effects in eliciting background 

knowledge. Pre-reading activities increase students' interest and concentration, 

motivate the students to predict the content of the text and to confirın their prediction 

by reading. They also provide a purpose for reading through accomplishing meaningful 

tasks, e.g. gaining new information or finding answers to previously stated questions. 

Most importantly they activate students' prior knowledge, which is an essential 

component of interactive approaches to reading. 

Usually pre-reading activities are devised or selected by the teacher. Ina reading 

class, the teacher has more responsibilities than just assigning the student to read 

authentic materi als. As S to ller states ( 1994 ), the teacher has to develop exercises and 

activities that "a) prepare the student for the reading task, b) ai d studeııts in improving 

their reading abilities, and c) help students comprehend the passage." She deseribes pre-

reading activities as activities designed to prepare the student for the actual reading of 

the selected article and continues( 1991 :3): 

Because comprehension will be determined partly by a student's own background knowledge, 
pre-reading activities can be utilised (a) to tap students' already existing background knowledge, 
and/or (b) to provide students with new information that will h elp them comprehend the passage. 
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Some of the pre-reading options are as follows: 1) creating a setnantic map; 2) 

studying the layout of the reading passage; 3) skiınıning for main idea(s); 4) scanning 

for details; 5) matching main ideas with paragraphs; 6) exaınining visuals; 7) consulting 

the dictionary; and 8) considering new vocabulary, which includes a) providing or 

letting students find synonyıns or antonyms, b) finding contextual clues, c) familiarising 

students with word families, e.g. by identifying sernantic word lists. The selection of 

appropriate pre-reading tasks may depend on the learner's background knowledge and 

the type of the reading materi al (Stoller, 1991:3 ). 

Background knowledge and simple pre-reading activities are also utilised in 

everyday reading. As Grabe ( 1991) says, "One needs only to pick up a newspaper in an 

unknown language to verify that background knowledge and predicting are severely 

constrained by the need to know vocabulary and structure." Theretüre it might be a 

useful point to start by trying to identify as ınany words as possible in that news 

magazine. ff it is a scientific text, perhaps the reader would be able to identify at least 

some of the technical terıninology, which are usually cognates in different languages, 

and would be able to guess what the text is about even if he may not understand the 

whole text. 

Word recobmition and identification seem to be valuable and naturally occurring 

activitiesasa first step before one starts to read; the reader seans the text quickly, tries 

to understand what the text is about, attempts to catch a few faıniliar words, and tries to 

figure out what the details are. While this procedure appears to be quite normal, very 

few research studies exist on background knowledge and word identification as a pre-

reading activity. 
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Usually word identification is considered to be helpful for beginning readers. 

Carre ll ( 1984 ), for example, states that pre-reading activities that involve key-word or 

key-concept association tasks are more relevant for less profıcient ESL readers. Tasks, 

such as word association, may also hclp to determine what students already know and 

what they need to leam (Pearson and Johnson, 1978). Shank (1982) indicates that 

reading in a first language becomes successful if the words already exist in reader's 

oral-aural background and they only need to recognise the words (in Carrell, 1984). In 

his discussion of interactive compensatory model of reading fluency, Stanovich (1981) 

points out that readers of weak word recognition skills coınpensate by making use of 

contextual information (in Taglieber, Johnson and Yarbrough, 1988). Rogers and 

Medley (1988:470) propose to ask students to find words that "look familiar" in coping 

with authentic materials, and add, "this task, while it may appear to be quite siınple, 

calls their attention to the fact that soınetimes their native language can be an asset in 

reading in a second language." Even beginning readers can cope with authentic 

materials of considerable length if appropriatc tasks are set, for example, searching for 

cot,ınates in foreign texts ( cf. G lossary ). 

Cognate recognition enhances confıdence, motivation and reading speed since 

"any scientific or technical text can be expected to contain at least 30% cognates" 

(Moss, 1992: 143). However, Moss (1992: 141) draws attention to the fact that ESP 

students reading technical and semitechnical text 

were not aware of the high frequency of cognate wordsin such texts, and that their reading 
effıciency was adversely affected by this taek of awareness .. . fi.ırther. .. most teachers of 
English, having themselves a relatively high !eve! of linguistic sophistication, are unaware 
of this problem and ten d to assume that cognate lexical items are automatically recognised and 
do not theretüre constitute a problem . 
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Marshall and Gilmour (1993) remirıd us of some researchers (Cheong, 1976; Cowan, 

1974; Meyer, 1988) who have suggested that comprehension problems are not usually 

caused by words which are specific to a subject area, i.e. technical words. Instead, what 

seeıns to be difficult to learners is to cope with nontechnical general English words or 

grammatical vocabulary. Especially subtechnical words that are used to explain more 

technical concepts or relations, and which do not belong to a certain discipline are 

found to be the most problematic category (Marshall and Gilmour, 1993; Robinson, 

1989). Cowan (1974) regards these words as context independent which occur across 

disciplines with a high frequency (cf. Glossary). 

Consequently, in reading authentic scientific texts, it is suggested that teachers 

set appropriate pre-reading tasks to enable the students to use strategies of word 

recognition and also include subtechnical vocabulary within the context so as to build 

structural relations (e.g. Marshall and Gilmour, 1993). 

1.2 Problem 

Students of English in instructional settings are often exposed to and expected to 

read simplifıed texts from different sources. Their comprehension ability is often 

facilitated and controlled through pre-reading activities, and their background 

knowledge is activated by the teacher who constantly guides the students. However, 

when readers read in a foreign language outside the classroom, or in their postgraduate 

lives, they are usually Jeft alone with unsiınplifıed, authentic, 'real life' materials such 

as professional journals, reports, and articles. 

One of the major objectivcs of reading in English in the Turkish educational 

system is generally to qualify the learner with the skills of reading authentic foreign 
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publications in his own professional field. Because nıore than half of the professional 

publications appear in English, it is essential to develop appropriate skills especially in 

reading scientific and technical texts. Although this goal seeıns to be hard to achieve 

because of the linguistic features of technical prose and the content words such as 

technical temıs and nominalizations (see Uljin, 1978 in Barnett, 1986), evidence exists 

that the more readers know about a specific subject, the ınore quickly and accurately 

they will read (Day, 1994). 

Further, because subtechnical vocabulary seems to be problematic in ESP 

reading, inercasing the students' awareness of these kinds of words might help theın to 

increase their understand ing of the text. Therefore the students might be asked to focus 

on technical and subtechnical vocabulary before they start to read . 

Consequently, some probleıns in reading ınight include the questions that 

normally happen in real life situations when the reader is left to his own talents, 

especially when he is expected to read foreign publications in his own area, and to what 

extend his background knowledge of the subject and technical vocabulary increases his 

comprehension of the text. 

1.3 Statement of the Hypothesis 

ln order to highlight the problems mentioned in the prevıous section, an 

experiınental study will be conducted between experünental and control groups. The 

following hypothesis will be tested throughout this research: 

• There will be a sibınificant increase in the coınprehension of authentic content area 

texts by the experiınental group readers whose lexical awareness is raised and thus 
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whose content schema is activated by a word identification and classification task as 

a pre-reading activity. 

1.4 Aim and Scope 

This research particularly attempts to fınd the value of recognısıng and 

identifying familiar vocabulary, such as content area words acting as content schema 

activators (background knowledge of subject) in reading comprehension. In other 

words, one of the ai m s of this study is to deternıine to w hat extent transferred L 1 

vocabulary affects reading comprehension of scientific texts that contain 

ternıinological cognates. This research also questions the role of lexical consciousness 

raising (adapted from Hudson's citation on grammalical consciousness raising, 

1991 :83) by means of word recognition. 

In this study, the students are not explicitly pre-instructed on how to recognise 

and use these familiar words. It undertakes to deseribe how successful the learners are if 

they take the responsibility of their own understanding. Therefore, the scope of this 

research study does not ineJude the effects of formal cot,ınate recognition teaching. 

As nıentioned in the previous section, Moss (1992:143) states that one third ofa 

scientific article nıay consist of cognates which nıay be both technical and subtechnical. 

If the students are able to recognise them through this activity, this will give them 

confidence of understand ing nearly 30% of the text. This ability will also help them to 

save time since they will not look them up in a dictionary. Therefore, this study also 

aims to find out to what extent an authentic text can be understood without dictionary 

work. 
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The subjects of this study are assumed to possess the necessary background 

knowledge found in the texts. Therefore, the suggested pre-reading activity, ı.e., 

familiarising students with certain word families through word identifıcation and 

sorting them into sernantic groupings ( cf. Stoller, 1994) is used to activate the students' 

existing backt,rround knowledge. lt is expected that this pre-reading activity will prepare 

the student for the actual reading, introduce the topic, make them recognise the textual 

organisation, motivate the students, and also prepare them for the language found in the 

text. 

Text structure is not dealt with in this study, because the aim is to detennine the 

value of the semantic dimension in reading coınprehension. It is also limited to 

authentic texts that appear in nursing journals and magazines, therefore the study does 

not account for other content areas and broader ESP reading settings. 

If the expectations are to be confırmed, the word recognition and classification 

activity could be suggested in other ESP settings where the students have heightened 

background and tem1inology knowledge. This reading task might aid students to make 

use of what they already know and perhaps reduce the problems of formal schema, i.e. 

syntactic knowledge of scientific prose. Beginning readers, especially, might benefıt 

from a word recognition activity as a starting poirıt in authentic reading which might 

also reduce their stressin facing diffıcult kinds oftexts. 

Research studies on cognate recognition are usually conducted in ESL settings 

(e.g. Moss, 1992; Martinez, 1994). This study, however, is conducted in an EFL 

context. Therefore, lesser comınon words that could be accepted as cognates ınight 

appear in this context, except soıne borrowings and tenninology. Therefore, arıother 

ai m to focus on ESP reading material is to assume that the amount of common cognates 
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would be at a relatively higher level in technical texts rather than the other genres 

because of the technical and subtechnical vocabulary. 

1.5 Assumptions 

The following assumptions are held throughout this thesis: 

i) The subjects of this study are assumed to have mastered the reading skills in 

their native language, and do not have problems in reading in English at a pre-

intermediate level. 

ii) It is assumed that the use of authentic scientific texts will increase the interest 

of the students and will avoid cultural bi as. 

iii) The students are assumed to have the same content area background 

knowledge, and are also assumed to be at the same level because of having received 

the same instruction, by the same teachers under equal circumstances. Therefore, it 

might be asserted that by exposing them to subject related texts, the individual 

differences on content schema will be at a minimum level, which is a point in favour 

of ESP reading. 
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

2.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, relevant research on reading comprehension will be discussed 

with a particular emphasis on the following: reading coınprehension, the relationship 

between reading comprehension and background knowledge, schema theory in reading, 

using authentic materials in reading classes, the relationship between reading and ESP, 

the role of pre-reading activities i ncluding word recognition, the effects of technical and 

subtechnica\ vocabulary and cognates in reading coınprehension. 

2.2 Reading Comprehension in General 

Before discussing the value of backgrourıd knowledge, it might be necessary to 

focus on reading comprehension itself. Daki n ( 1969) suggests that three interdependent 

elements are involved in readjng, i.e., recognition of the visual input, structuring of the 

input into meaningful stretches, interpretation of the input. These elements occur 

simultaneously with a complex interrelation (Morrow ,1980:1 0). 

Reading effectively, in general, isa complicated process which involves various 

abilities such as knowing the graphic symbols of a language, understanding or inferring 

the meaning of words, knowing the structural and morphological patterns, being aware 

of different styles such as informal writing, understanding the main idea of the text and 

the po int of view of the \Vriter (Harris, 1969:59). 

Components of good reading may vary from one context to another depending 

on different aiıns. This variation proınpted research on reading comprehension in the 
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past 30 years to improve reading skills and to facilitate better reading skills in different 

circumstances. 

One of the most intluential reading theories developed at the beginning of 70's 

is Goodman's p.\ycholinguistic model of reading (1969) in which he argues that reading 

isa psycholinguistic guessing game. The reader does not just pick up letters, words and 

infomıation from the page but uses the graphic display selectively to predict the 

forthcoming information, to saınple and to confirın his prediction. Sampling becomes 

effective when the reader uses his background knowledge in making inferences (Grabe, 

1991). 

Based on Goodman' s model, Williams (1984) comments that in written texts, 

there is usually more information than required. In order to infer meaning, the efficient 

reader does not use all of the visual input on the page, but chooses the infannation 

selectively by focusing only on what is necessary. Goodman's psycholinguistic 

guessing game does not occur randomly but ina 'principled' manner which entails two 

'sources to guide' the first of which is the text. The second factor is what the reader 

brings to the text. According to Williams (1984: 11 ), the latter includes the following: 

1 knowledge of the writing system 
:?. knowledge of the language 
3 ability to interpret 
4 appropriate knowledge of the world as assumed by the writer 
5 a reason for reading that determines his style. 

Obviously, the foreign language learner is assumed to have mastered the writing system. 

Un !ike the efficient native reader who knows most of the vocabulary and syntax, the 

foreign language learner is imperfect in most of the language skills in the target 

language. Therefore, Williams (1984:4) says, "ln fact a fundaınental ditierence between 

the native speaker and the foreign language learner is that the former uses knowledge of 
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the language to help him read, whereas the latter uses reading to help him learn the 

language." 'Knowledge of the world' is used here instead of background knowledge in 

order to refer to what the reader brings with him to the text. He states that the role of 

world knowledge in understand ing texts is closely related to the nature of the text and 

the nature ofthe knowledge. The knowledge ofthe world also includes 'knowledge ofa 

particular culture or way of life' which can be fairly problematic to the foreign language 

learner because of cultural differenccs. To summarise the reasons for different reading 

styles, Williams (1984:12) provides the following diagram: 

Diagram of reasons for different reading styles 

REASONS General Information 
information from the text 
about the text ı 

Pleasure 
or interest 

Sk~nming Scanning 

STYLES (lnvol~\ Lı __ nt_e_ns_iv_e ___ E_xt_ensive 

Reading 

Fioure 2 ö 

Goodman's model motivated others to design new and more specific models of 

reading comprehension. Coady's (1979) model of the ESL reader, for example, has 

three elements, and the degree of interaction of these elements affects reading 

comprehension. They are process strutegies, conceptuuf abilities, and buckground 

knowledge. Beginning readers may rely more on process strategies, such as word 

identification, whereas more proficient readers may focus on conceptual abilities and 

backf,rround knowledge, by using, for example, textual clues to make and confinıı 

predictions about the information (Grabe, 1991:377). In this model, Coady refers to 
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general intellectual capacity by 'conceptual abilities.' 'Process strategies' include many 

considerations such as grapheme-morphophoneme correspondence, deep and surface 

structure, 1exical and contextual meaning (Carrell and Eisterho1d, 1983:555). On 

'background knowledge' Coady (1979: 12) concludes: 

The subject of reading materials should be ofhigh interestand relate well to the background of 
the reader, since strong sernantic input can help compensate when syntactic control is weak. The 
interest and background knowledge will enable the student to comprehend at a reasonable rate 
and keep him involved in the material in sp i te of i ts syntactic diffıculty . 

As Coady states above, one of the most important dimensions of reading 

comprehension is the reader's background knowledge. However, few research studies 

investigated the influence ofthis dimension 

2.3 The Significance of Background Knowledge on Reading Comprehension 

An educational psychologist, Frank Smith (1971:9), said, "the information that 

passes from the brain to the eye is more important than the information that passes from 

the eye to the brain." His cantention iınplies that the information perceived through o ur 

receptive skills are interpreted and gain ıneaning only when we have already soıne 

existing relevant knowledge in our memories to coınpare and centrast with this new 

input. This pre-existing knowledge helps us to evaluate, to accept, or to reject the 

information or to decide that it is completely new for us. The idea that new information 

becomes meaningful only if it is related to what a person already knows is not new, and 

it was also claimed as early as 1781 by Kant (see Carrell, 1984:332). 

Interest in background knowledge increased during the past two decades and a 

large body of literature is devoted to prior knowledge of textua1 content ( e.g. Chen and 

Graves, 1995; Lee, 1986). As Swaffar (1988:126) points out, abilities such as language 
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reCOf,'Tiition, concept recall, and inferential reasoning become improved if the L2 reader 

has prior familiarity with the subject matter, and comprehension increases in a paraUel 

manner to the degree of sophistication of background knowledge. Yet, she adds that 

more research is needed on the 'activation' of prior knowledge. 

Smith (1987) draws attention to the assumption that good readers ask "What do l 

already know about this topic?" and "How does this new information relate to my 

previous knowledge?" during the reading process. He claims that although some 

textbooks may appear to contain entirely unfamiliar knowledge, there are rarely any 

textbooks that include totally new information. Mostly, it is possible to find "a link, an 

information that you can associate with new ideas" (Smith, 1987:43). 

Another study related to background knowledge belongs to Chen and Graves 

( 1995) who claim that the reader's ability to organise and connect new infannation to 

what he already knows is essential to comprehension of a text. Appropriate reliance on 

prior knowledge and text will result in efficient comprehension. In their study, Chen 

and Graves tested the role of previewing and providing background knowledge as pre-

reading activities. At the end of the treatment, they also wanted the subjects to answer 

semantic differential attitude questions to which all the experimental groups responded 

positively in general. The control groups who did not receive any pre-reading activities 

but read the texts directly, on the other hand, indicated that understanding the texts were 

difficult for them. Eighty-nine percent of the students in this group said that they 

needed ınore instruction on difficult vocabulary, 83% students recorded that it was 

necessary for theın to know the characters in the stories, and 82% needed more 

infannation about the texts themselves. Moreover, 51% of all students in the control 

group indicated that the cu! tural content of the materials caused difficulty in reading or 
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they had lost their interest during reading because they did not like to rcad about foreign 

cultures. 

As can be observed in the research mcntioned above, cultural content sccms to 

be considerably problematic for ESL, especially for EFL readers. Elmas (1992: 18) 

agrees on the difficulty of cultural content and says "texts with familiar content are 

easier to read and comprehend than texts on content from a distant, unfamiliar cultural 

heritage." In her study, Elmas conducted an experimcntal rcsearch study on the effects 

of prior knowledge on reading comprehension of EFL students with Turkish linguistic 

background. She investigated whcther activating prior knowledge through using an 

Anticipation Guide as a pre-reading activity would affect students' immediate and 

delayed oral recall of the text. 

The rcsult of El mas' ( 1992) study seemed to reveal contlicting conclusions on 

the effects of prior knowledge on reading comprehension, and Elmas claimed that 

"there was no relationship between EFL subjects' prior knowledge and their 

comprehension of a text. Thercforc, activating prior knowledge did not significantly 

increase subjects' retciling of the text." The reasons for this result might be because of 

the difficulty of oral recall without referring to the text, a measure which also tests 

students' memory. Morcover, the text used as an instrument in this study might be 

culturally biased since the topic was related to 'nomads,' which could be a drawback 

that Elmas agrees upon, saying at the end the topic was 'uninteresting.' Therefore she 

suggests that further research may compare reading passages related to students' own 

culture and to a foreibın culture to study the effects of cultural background. Besides, 

Elmas admits that not all of the pre-reading activities can be accepted to be equally 
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efficient in activating prior knowledge, and activities other than the one used in this 

study might arrive ata different conclusion. 

Taglieber, Johnson and Yarbrough (1988:455) agree with previous research on 

cultural content: 

Students of English as a foreign lant,TUage experience considerable difficulty in comprehending 
English texts when reading them for the fırst time. Not only do these texts usually contain 
unfamiliar vocabulary, but they also may contain unfamiliar concepts and cultural allusions that 
make comprehension difficult. 

They continue that the message of a text can be distorted when the culture, beliefs and 

assumptions of the reader are different than that of the writer, which, in turn, would 

cause considerable interference with the EFL reader's comprehension. The fınding of 

their study supported the idea that when used adcquately, background knowledge helps 

students to overcome language problems during the reading process. 

Other research, on the other hand, holds that previous knowledge may cause the 

reader to create false hypotheses about a text which would result in miscomprehension. 

Although it is widely accepted that a student's competence of using his background 

knowledge of a subject and his knowledge of the foreign language will help him 

comprehend the text during reading, this ınight not really be the case. Normally, a 

reader is expected to recognise contextual clues such as syntax, lexis or lexical 

redundancy to guess meaning of unknown words from context, and fınally understand 

the text a great deal better. Laufer and Sim (1985:7) say: 

It has been observed that extratextual knowledge of the subject un der discussion is often quite 
helpful to the foreign reader, particularly in texts of a specialised nature, academic or teclmical. 
Also information from the earlier parts of a text can provide a useful background for 
understanding the rest of it. From this general knowledge of the subject matter and information 
acquired from the text itself, the reader can make predictions about what will follow, and then 
test those predictions against the actual content of the passage. 
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However this seems to be the ideal situation, and in their study, Laufer and Sim ( 1985) 

found out that readers often do not read in this manner. They established that due to 

cultural bias and partial linguistic knowledge, students may sometimes misinterpret 

sentences. According to Laufer and Sim (1985:10), the process of interpretation seems 

to follow these steps: 

1. The student clings to lexical items fırst: those he knows and those he sometimes tries to guess 
by using the clues in the word itself However he is also prepared to disregard an unknown word 
altogether 
:?.. Having created so me kin d of meaning through the lexis, he adds to it whatever relevant 
knowledge he has, textual or extratextual. 
3. Having arrived at more precise interpretation, on the basis oflexis and his "knowledge of the 
world," the student then tries to impose a sentence structure to fıt his interpretation. 

Distortions of the original text occur espccially when the reader's extratextual 

"knowledge of the world" involves attitudes different than that of the author. 

Similarly, Schumm ( 1995) states evidence from fırst language, and says that 

journalists often assume readers have enough background knowledge and experience to 

interpret the news adequately. However, because not all of the readers are equally well 

educated, some readers may not have the amount of prior knowledge on cultural 

concepts, conventions and events which are usually gained throughout formal 

education. No matter how developed the decoding skills, the reading of news aıiicles 

would be problematic for readers with incomplete education. Schuınm mentions of 

Grebelsky' s doctoral dissertation (1990) on comprehcnsion of news articles with 

limited background knowledge. Despite decoding adequately, much of the subjects' 

retellings reflected omissions, alterations of actual organisation, and evidences of 

personal experiences and background in this study. Schuınm reminds us of Grebelsky's 
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(1990:3 1) wamıng that the "decoding without understanding can lead to the 

construction of an 'erroneous world' . " 

lt is known that reading authentic, unedited texts, where the content requires 

cultural background of the target lan!:,ruage coınınunity, is notably difficult. However, 

this does not mean that texts of cultural content should never be used in language 

classes. 

Much of the reading material mirrors the cultural understanding of the writer 

and is culturally biased. The effects of cultural bias increase especially when the text is 

non-scientific. One possible advantage of using such non-scientific texts is that they can 

be used to acquaint the students with different foreign cultures and increase their 

cultural awareness. In this case, the role of the teaeber is to explain the new cultural 

elements and to provide backt,>round information which can be achieved in at least three 

ways: previews, pretests and class discussions. This gives the student the opportunity to 

gain new infonnation and to activate his prior knowledge that helps him read 

successfully (Gebhard, 1987). 

Speed and accuracy in reading increases the more the readers know about a 

particular topic. It is necessary for teachers to choose passages with topics that are 

familiar to the students. According to Day (1994:21), if this is not the case, another 

passage might be selected or the students can be accustoıned to the topic beforehand, 

which would be rather time consuming and would reduce the time spent on reading 

ski lls : 

The time spent in reading class expanding the students' knowledge on such topics would be 
meeting one of the goals of the course. However ifincreasing students' knowledge of the English
speaking world is not one of the goals of the course, the reading teacher might not care to spend 
class time building up her students' background knowledge of the English-speaking world. 
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The question of whether or not to provide cultural background knowledge as part of a 

language course is dependent on the overall policies of the language program me. Some 

views m ay accept inercasing awareness of target culture as an integral part of language 

leaming whereas some may consider this as time consuming and often unnecessary, 

especially in circumstances where the students have no basic needs other than reading 

and understanding scientific texts in their own professional areas, and do not need to 

comınunicate with members of the target culture. In fact there are examples of courses 

which have established their whole programmes without focusing on culture specific 

eleınents of the target language, such as some instances of English for Specific 

Purposes courses. The advantage of these comses might be, then, primarily the 

avoidance of cultural bias and the unity of the background knowledge of students. The 

problem of individual differences regarding the amount of backbrround knowledge 

would possibly decrease as well, since the theoretical basis of a discipline would be 

instructed ınore or less in the same manner. 

2.4 Reading Research and Schema Theory 

Comprehension of a second or foreign language was viewed merely from the 

language basis, and the leamer was disregarded as a factor for a long time. After the 

psycholinguistic model of reading was suggested by Goodman (1967), the role of the 

learner in the reading process attracted interest, and especially the iınportance of the 

reader's prior knowledge becaıne a concern of recent reading research. lt is now 

accepted that "what is understood depcnds on the reader rather than on the text" 

(Swaffar, 1988: 123). From a reading point of view, what is received from the printed 

page gains m eaning in the mi nd of areader when it is realised in the mi nd and related to 
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w hat already exists there. This prc-existing knowledge in the min d of the reader and i ts 

rclation to the process of comprehension is referred to as schema theory. 

Although it is stili hypothetical and not well defined, schema theory is often 

defined as a theoretical framework for fonnalising the role of a reader's prior 

knowledge. The mental representation of the previously acquired knowledge structures 

are called sclıemata (Carrell, 1984; Carrell and Eisterhold, 1983). Yule (1985: 1 13) says 

that "we 'build' interpretations of what wc read by using a lot more infannation than is 

actually in the words on the page," and "schemata are considered to be conventional 

knowledge structures which exist in memory and are activated, under various 

circumstances, in the interpretation ofwhat we experience." 

From a discourse point of view, Cook (1989:73) defines schemata as "data 

structures representing stereotypical patterns which we retrieve from memory and 

eınploy in our understanding of discourse." When 'mental representations of typical 

situations' are accelerated by the help of syntactic, semantic or other contextual clues, 

the schema becoınes activated and used in making sense of the text, either written or 

spoken (Cook, 1 989:69). Cook ( 1989:70) provides sample evidence for schema 

indicating the fact that "people questioned about a text or asked to recall it, frequently 

fill in details which were not actually given, but which a schema has provided for 

theın." As mentioned in the previous part on background knowledge, Cook says that 

ınisınatches of schema may occur especially in language classes where the interaction 

involves different cultures and languages. 

Schema theory has been developed after the suggestion of the interactive 

approac/ıes to reading which hold that "reading comprehension is a combination of 

identification and interpretation ski lls" (Grabe, 1991 :375). According to Grabe, 
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interactive approaches can be used to indicate two different notions; firstly, to explain 

the interaction between the reader and the text which is deseribed so far as the reader's 

making use of his prior knowledge to reconstruct the infannation received from the 

text, and secondly for the interaction between two kinds of processing which are 

known as 'bottom-up' and 'top-dmvn.' 

Carre ll ( 1984:333) says: 

The process of interpretation is guided by the principle that every in put is mapped against so me 
existing schema and that all aspects of that schema must be compatible with the input 
information. This principle results in two basic modes of information processing, called bottom-up 
and top-down processing. 

Bottom-up processing is concemed with what the reader receıves from the 

printed page at lexical , semantic, syntactic levcls and related features . According to 

Carrell and Eisterhold (1983), bottom-up processing involves the input that enters to the 

decoding system by means of the most suitable bottom-level schemata. They add, 

"Sc hemata are hierarchical Iy organised, from most general at the top to most specific at 

the bottom. As these bottom-level schemata converge into higher, more general 

schemata, these too become activated. Bottoın-up processing is therefore called data-

driven" (p.557). 

Unlike bottom-up processing, the direction of interaction starts from the reader 

towards the material in top-down processing. This processing is stimulated by the 

schemata through which predictions on a text are made at a higher level. During 

reading, the reader explores the text to find information in order to confım1 his 

prediction. Therefore this processing is thought to be conceptua/ly-driven (Carrell and 

Eisterhold, 1983). 
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lt is stili debated whether utilising top-down processing would be more effective 

than attending to bottom-up processing or vice versa. Research in favour of bottom-up 

considerations eınphasise the role of 'automatic lower-level processing' such as the 

automatic word recognition skill, and the recognition of syntactic and lexical items. 

Current research focuses on bottoın-up versions of interactive approaches following the 

lower-level structures. The motives for this trend derive from research on eye-

ınoveınent and related recognition of words, letters, features and syntax, which might be 

investigated within or without context. Paran (1996) supports the bottom-up view and 

asserts that good readers do not actually fonnulate hypotheses during reading and do not 

seek for confinnation as suggested in Goodman's model (1967). Instead, drawing 

attention on eye-ınoveınent research Paran (1996:19) remarks, "I would go further, and 

claim that one of the goals of the reading instruction is to make readers less reliant on 

top-down processing, and help them progress towards greater reliance on bottoın-up 

strategies as they become more proficient." Paran cites evidence from a study of 

Stanovich (1991) and says that recent research on model s of reading are more in favour 

of bottom-up processing. Paran (1996:19) claims that m eaning is facilitated through the 

process of lexical access, therefore "reading is heavily seen as text-bound: texts are 

said to be sampled ina fairly dense manner and guessing is minimal." 

Roller and Matambo (1991: 130) propose that the process of reading ınight be 

related to learner's language proficiency. They mention about Carrell's (1983) study 

where she says the readers were dependent mainly on bottom-up processing at word 

and sentence level because they were more concerned with the language rather than 

with the content, so top-down processing such as background information and top-level 

organisational features could not be used effectively. Therefore a threshold level of 
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proficiency is thought to be invo1ved for the ability of attending top-down processing 

(Carrell, 1983; Paran, 1996; Laufer and Sim, 1 985). 

Research mentioned in the previous part on 'background luıowledge' supports 

the influence of top-down process ing. Swaffar ( 1988: 1 26) summarises this as "Every L2 

study published confinns the theory that familiarity with a scheına will facilitate 

reading comprehension." Although one of these two kinds of processing might be used 

more than the other in some instances, it is not possible to isoiate one of them 

completely since reading involves the interaction of these two strategies. According to 

Marshall and Gilmour (1993), in skilled reading, the skilled reader does not attend to 

every word, i.e. ina bottoın-up manner, but relies on his background knowledge and his 

awareness of text structure, i.e., on top-down processing. However, they add that skilled 

reading does not stand for top-down process ing, rat her, it is the skilful interaction of the 

two types ofprocessing. Similarly, Grabe (1991) mentions about a range oflower-level 

rapid skills such as automatic recognition, and a scope of higher-level skills related to 

comprehension and interpretation which are responsible for the process of reading. 

According to him it is not possible to assuıne one of these two processings as more 

effective than the other. Carrell (1984:333) also stresses the importance of simultaneous 

occurrence: 

The data needed to fill out the schemata become available through battom-up processing; top-
down processing facilitates their assimilation if they are anticipated or consistent with the 
reader's canceptual expectations. Battom-up processing insures that the reader will be sensitive to 
novel information; top-down processing helps the reader resolve ambiguities, i. e., to select 
between altemative possible interpretations of the inearning data. 

Another influence on the schema thearetic vıew stems from the distinction 

between the types of schema: .fhrmaf and canlenf schema. Formal schema ıs often 
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defıned as the background knowledge of the text structure, whereas content schema is 

the background knowledge relevant to the content of a text. Formal schema i ncludes the 

forınal rhetorical and organisational structures such as different genres (Carrell and 

Eisterhold, 1983). 

Empirical research to fınd out the effects of formal and content schema has been 

conducted generally through keeping one of them constant and operating on the other. 

Johnson (1981) for example, kept fonnal schema constant and studied the effects of 

cultural and non-cultural schema. Usually, it is stated that successful reading 

comprehension is also dependent on the interaction of these two kinds of schema. 

According to Carrell and Eisterhold (1983), comprehension becomes impaired in 

different degrees if these two types of schema are not activated and not used 

appropriately. Although they add that there is not much research that attempts to fınd 

out the value of one of them over the other, there are a few studies that might provide 

evidence for the assumption that content schema is ınore urgent than formal schema 

when a comparison has to be ınade between them. Coady ( 1979), for example, holds 

that it is possible to defeat language problems with a high degree of background 

knowledge, i.e. content schema ( cf. Seetion 2.2, p.17). 

2.5 Reading and Authentic Materials 

The value of authentic materials has becn widely appreciated in ESLIEFL 

settings, and has become an integral part of other contexts such as ESP (English for 

Specific Purposes) methodolof:,ry. The tcnn auıhenlicity is defıned and its pedagogical 

implications are stated in growing literature. The siınplest definition is "authentic 

ınaterial is written or spoken language which has been produced for native speakers, 

rather than for foreign learners of a language" (Haines, 1995:60). Genuincly authentic 
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materials are not siınplified in terms of syntax and lexis and do not aim to practise a 

certain linguistic feature. According to Haines (ibid.), the degree of authenticity varies 

from siınplified, roughly-tuned, quasi -authentic towards authentic materials. 

Some characteristics of authentic materials are "genuineness of time, location 

and people ... . current events in real world and happenings in familiar places" according 

to Wong, Kwok and Choi ( 1995). These features help the student to relate the content to 

their own lives and thus, to appraise the language use through authentic nıaterials . 

A precise derinition of authenticity which can work for different texts has not 

been made yet. Hague and Scott (1995:348-349) established the following criteria for 

authentic texts in their own study: 

( l) it had the ap pearan ce of text that could appear in a natural co n text; in other words, it looked 
!ike it was lifced directly from a magazine or newspaper; 
(2) it contained minimal glossing and editing; and 
(3) its purpose was to convey information to the reader. In contrast, a contrived passage was one 
that appeared to be written for a particular textbook lesson with an obvious attempt to teach 
vocabulary and syntax; we could not imagine this type of text appearing in any sort of natural 
setting. 

Swaffar ( 1985) regards a text as authentic if it is written for native speakers 

having comnıunicative intentions such as il?("orming, persuading, thanking, ete. She 

argues that a text written for language Iearners can also be authentic as long as the 

writer has an 'authentic comnıunicative objective' in mind. However, usually language 

learning materials have the purpose of reinforcing language structures rather than 

conınıunication goals, therefore are often edited and simplifıed. 

Authentic materials are assumed to be produced by native speakers of a specific 

language. However, it is necessary to eınphasise the fact that they are also produced.for 

native speakers of that language. Bacon and Finnemann (1990:469, fn .) explain this 

emphasis by giving the following example: "Having a native speaker (NS) as the 
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classroom instructor does not necessarily guarantee authentic input." Other researchers 

might suggest that the 'quality, appropriateness, and naturalness' of the language should 

be taken asa basis in deciding upon authenticity, rather than focusing on the source and 

communicative ai m ( e.g. Rogers and Medley, 1988). 

The usefulness of authentic materials might be viewed from COf,ınitive and 

affective perspectives, too. Bacon and Finnemann (1990:459) state that authentic 

materials are claimed to providc context for the students so that they can relate fonn to 

meaning in terms of COf,ınitive considerations. In affective tenns, this type of materials 

increase the students' ınotivation and expose them to the culture of the target language, 

thus, helping them to overcoıne cultural bias. They also add that "even beginning 

readers could cope with authentic texts of considerable length, 250-300 words" (Bacon 

and Finnemann, 1990: 460). 

lt is commonly the case that until the students start to study at universities, they 

do not encounter authentic academic texts or other types of scientific discourse during 

secondary school foreign language education. Nonetheless, the overall aim is usually to 

enable the students to read and understand texts related to their own acadeınic fields. 

According to Hirsch and Gabbay (1995), delaying such exposure would cause 

'trauınatic' results to the students when they start university. In their current events 

approach, Hirsch and Gabbay selected authentic texts which the students were likely to 

encounter in their academic studies from periodicals, acadeınic joumals, newspapers, 

magazines, research reports, critica! essays, book reviews, editarials and new articlcs. 

They observed high instrumcntal and intrinsic motivation in the students' attitudes. 

An issue of argument about authentic materials is whether to select purely 

authentic texts or materials that are simplified or modified. The advantages of using 
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unmodified authentic materials are severaL First, these materials represent real English 

as it is actually spoken or written, therefore they do not seem artificially constructed. 

Next, they do not reflect any presuppositions about the language lcvel of the reader, 

therefore the language of these materials is natural and not graded and simplified. 

Furthermore, learners find reading genuinely authentic materials interesting and 

enjoyable. Moreover, dealing with unsimplified materials also help the learners to 

develop appropriate strategies in coping with the difficulties of such real life materials. 

Finally, although authentic materials are thought to be suitable for advanced levels, it is 

possible to use them at elementary and intermediate levels as well, if appropriate tasks 

are desif:,rned (Haines, 1995:62-63). 

On the contrary, the possible disadvantages of using purely authentic materials 

are that these materials are often ass um ed as rather difficult for students of lower-leveis. 

They may be longer than required with soıne irrelevant parts and may often contain 

ungrammatical language. Lastly, since these materials are usually drawn from 

newspapers, journals, ete., they easily becomc outdated after a period (Haines, 1995:63-

64). 

According to Haines (1995), sametimes teachers need simplified, contextualised 

examples to practise a grammatical structure, so it is better to use both authentic and 

simplified materials , and there would be no harm in making the students aware that the 

tatter instances are non-natural. He adds "Equally students need to cope with real-world 

language and this is where authentic material comes into its own. We should not leave 

their exposure to authentic material until they are so brain-washed by siınplified 

material that the shock of the revelation proves fatal to their progress" (Haines, 

1995:64). 
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Although different aims may require either simplified or authentic texts, it is 

necessary to consider some advantages of authentic materials . This is important in 

making decisions about the goals of a programme, especially if the programme 

demands unmodified texts such as ESP/EST courses require, where the students have to 

cope with real instances of texts related to their own fields. Hudson (1991: 84) lists the 

factors in favour of unsimplified materials under three headings. Firstly, when authcntic 

texts are simplified, the loss of some meaning and ideas, and distortion of discoursal 

features such as cohesive elements are inevitable. Thus, reading simplified texts may 

become more difficult. Secondly, while reading simplified or modified material, the 

readers may develop strategies which are appropriate to those styles but which are not 

transferable to authentic texts. Thirdly, the tasks should be also real life like, and often, 

while working with simplified materials that are artificially constructed, the activities 

may not be realistic. 

Various views make a distinction between textuafly autlıentic and learner 

outhentic materials pointing out that any authentic text nıay not necessarily be really 

authentic when brought to class. For instance, they should be relevant and appropriate 

to the purpose of curricul um (Kuo, 1993 ). 

Yuk-Chun Lee ( 1995:323) approaches this idea from a different point of view 

arguing that authentic materials may seem 'unauthentic' or unauthentic materials may 

seem 'authentic' to leamers depending on how they are presented. Therefore, it is 

necessary to highlight the distinction between text authenticity and learner autlıenticity. 

The interaction between the leamer and the text with 'appropriate responses' and 

'positive psychological perceptions' is referred to as learner authenticity. These kinds of 

materials are motivating, interesting, useful, and do not cause culture-shock or 
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annoyance regarding the content. The rhetorical structure of the texts has to serve the 

needs ofleamers as well. Yuk-Chun Lee (1995:324) concludes, "When learners read an 

authentic text, their prior knowledge, interest, and curiosity make it easier for them to 

engage with it." 

Another parameter for authenticity is task authenticity. In addition to the third 

issue in Hudson ( 1991) above, Rogers and Medley ( 1988) put forward that the activities 

used in authentic reading classes should include the same heterogeneity as it occurs in 

"real-life" reading; for example, reading a recipe or a telephone directory employs 

different tasks and reading strategies. Therefore, reading such texts would be successful 

through associating tasks with the texts. 

2.6 Pre-Reading Activities 

Pre-reading activities are the activities that prepare the students for the actual 

reading of a text. Most teachers now accept the effective role of pre-reading activities in 

reading comprehension, and textbook designers employ them as reading tasks. The aims 

ofpre-reading activities are clarified by Williams (1984:37) as follows: 

l to introduce and arouse interest in the topic 
2 to motivate learners by giving a reason for reading 
3 to provide some language preparation for the text. 

Williams (1984:37) adds that language preparation does not mean to explain unknown 

vocabulary and forms in the text, but to "ensure that the learners will be able to taekle 

the text tasks without being totally frustrated by language difficulties." 
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A number of pre-reading activities have been devised to accomplish these things 

depending on the desired task. Stoller (1994:3-4), for example lists some of the 

activities: 

ı. Create a sernantic map. 
2. Study the layout of the reading passage. 
3. Skim for the main idea. 
4. Sean for details. 
5. Match main ideas with paragraphs. 
6. Examine the visuals. 
7. Read select paragraphs carefully. 
8. Present main idea(s). 
9. Consult the dictionary. 
ı O. Consider new vocabulary. 

On the last pre-reading activity Stoller (1994:4) comments that it is possible to 

introduce unknown crucial vocabulary through "(a) providing or having the students 

discover defınitions, synonyms, and/or antonyms, (b) pointing out contextual clues, ( c) 

familiarising students with word families, ete." She concludes that the instructors can 

ask the students to identify semantic groupings as pre-reading activities. 

Taglieber, Johnson and Yarbrough (1988) suggest pictorial context, vocabulary 

pre-teaching and prequestionning, and Carrell (1984) suggests text previews in addition 

to vocabulary preteaching and prequestionning as pre-reading activities to facilitate 

reading. 

Apart from the purposes mentioned above, pre-reading activities could also be 

used for two critica] reasons: fırst, to provide backbJTound knowledge, especially if the 

studcnts lack cultural background knowledge; second, to activate the students' already 

existing background knowledge. In these two senses, Chen and Graves say "Pre-reading 

activities are devices for bridging the gap between the texfs content and the reader's 
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schemata"(1995:664 ). Research related to the firstly mentioned ai m revealed significant 

effects of providing background knowledge to students ( e.g. C hen and Graves, 1995). 

However, the existence of research that did not find positive effects suggest that 

the type of pre-reading activity plays a key role and it has to be carefully selected 

depending on the preferred outcom e ( e.g. Elmas, J 992). In making decisions on the 

most appropriate pre-reading activities, the instructors might consider the amount and 

characteristics of the students' background knowledge as well as the type and other 

features of the text (Stoller, 1994 ). 

As stated in S to ller ( 1994:4) one of the pre-reading activities is to familiarise the 

student with word families. Two ways of doing this might be word recognition and 

categorisation or classification activities. Word recognition is a kind of bottom-up 

processing whereby the student uses the graphic display on the page to construct 

meaning ( cf Glossary). Research related to word recobınition focuses merely on 

automatic recognition ski Il s and eye-movement ( e.g. Paran, 1996). But there are al so 

other views on word recognition, as Rogers and Medley suggest (I 988:4 70): 

Besides questions with a content focus, there should be activities that call attention to the 
linguistic features of the language sample. In early stages, students might be asked simply to see if 
they can find any words that "look familiar." This task, while it may appear to be quite simple, 
calls their attention to the fact that sometimes their native language can be an asset in reading a 
second language. At more advanced levels, students can be asked to identify words and 
expressions used in the language sample to express emotions, or condolences or impatience, for 
example. Similarly, students can be asked to locate words used to create sensory appeal in 
products, or words used to distinguish fact from opinion or to indicate sequencing, again using 
the language as it occurs naturally and spontaneously in authentic materials as the data basc. 

Coady ( 1979) refers to word recognition as one of the process strategies in his model 

of an ESL reader. 

On categorisation ofvocabulary Hclden (1996:32) comments: 

Categorisation encourages studems to think not only about the meaning of discrete vocabulary 
items but about semantic relationships, connotative and denotative meanings, collocations, and 



the context(s) in which they are likely to occur .. For example ... specialised/teclınical 
vocabulary work at higher levels. 
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Although these two activities nıay have positive effects on reading conıprehension, 

research studies on thenı seem to be insuffıcient in regards to literature. 

2.7 Reading and English for Specific Purposes 

English for Specifıc Purposes (cf Glossary) is an area of English Language 

Teaching (EL T) which departed from general purpose English in the Iate 1960's and 

has developed since this time. A comnıon acceptable definition of ESP has not been 

made yet, and views vary along with different goals and applications of ESP. LSP is 

usually accepted as foreign language teaching of any kind with an enıphasis on context 

rather than a distinct branch of language teaching or a specialism. Besides, ESP 

deviates from general purpose English not only because of its content, but also on the 

emphasis on the learners needs, i.e., its purpose, its nıethodology, and the emphasis on 

special i sed language. Strevens (1988: 1-2) explains ESP and related claims as follows 

(see Johns and Dudley-Evans, 1993: 116): 

A defınition of ESP needs to distinsıuish between fo ur absolu te and two variable characteristics: 
1) Absolu te characteristics: 

ESP consists of English language teaching which is: 
- design ed to meet specifıc needs of the learner 

- related in content {i.e., in its themes and topics) to particular disciplines, occupations, 
and activities 

- centered on the lansıuage appropriate to those activities in lexis, discourse, semantics, 
ete., and analysis of this discourse 
-in contrast with "General English" 

2) Variable characteristics: 
ESP may be, but is not necessarily: 
- restricted as to the language skills to be learned ( e.g. reading only) 
- not taught according to any pre-ordained methodology 
Claims: the claims for ESP are 
- being focused on the learner's need, wastes no time 
- is relevant to the learner 
- is successful in imparting learning 
- is more cost-effective than "General English." 
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The need in learning English and ESP courses are now well understood since it 

has become the medium of comınunication and the language of literature of many 

disciplines (cf. Chapter l, p.4). Johns and Dudley-Evans (1993) add that because of the 

foundation of economic communities such as the European Community, a common 

global language for internal communication is often needed, and therefore some ESP 

courses were implemented for this demand. 

One of the differences bet\veen ESP and EFLIESL is that ESP has a definitely 

stated purpose depending on the learner's needs. Mackay and Mountford (1978:2) state 

this as follows: 

When English as a foreign language is taught to children at primary or secondary levels of 
education, it is generally taught with a general aim in mind-that is, it is regarded asa 'good 
thing' for them to learn a languageasa part ofbroad education. Thcre is usually, however no 
ımmediate and specific requirement for such learners to make use of the language in any 
communicative situation. The purpose oflearning the language is essentially a 'deferred' 
purpose, deferred till the tertiary !eve! of education . 

Mackay and Mountford also add that the aıın of the students' attendance to 

general English courses in their curriculum is usually to pass the exams through 

learning the necessary linguistic features, which are often inadequately contextualised. 

However, when the content is neglected, it violates the rules of meaningful 

communication and learning since language is a ıneans of conveying messages. Mohan 

(1986: 1) states: "In subject matter learning we overlook the role of language as a 

medium of learning. In language learning we overlook the fact that content is being 

communicated'' 

Similarly, Snow, Met and Genesse (1989) note that content provides not only a 

motivational basis for language learning because it is interesting and is worth learning, 

but it also provides a C06rnitive basis. In cognitive ternıs, content affords a natural 
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context for communicating real meanıng. Snow et. al. (1989:202) remark: "In the 

absence of real meaning, language structures and functions are likely to be leamed as 

abstractions devoid of conceptual or communicative value. If these motivational and 

cognitive bases are to be realised, then content must be chosen that is important and 

interesting to the leamer." In the ir pa per, Sno w et. al favour the intet,ıration of content 

and language in second or foreign language instruction. Likewise, many researchers 

tried to combine content area and ESLIEFL, and ESP teaching (e.g. Graham and 

Beardsley, 1986; Hudson, 1991). Graham and Beardsley (1986:229) point out the 

common principles of content area ESL and ESP as "the importance of context; the 

importance of attending primarily to the meaning, not to language fonn, and 

consideration for the needs of the leamer." 

As mentioned above in Stevens ( 1988), ESP m ay focus on a single ski ll, 

although there aresome objections to that approach. Hutchinson and Waters ( 1987), for 

example, argue that focusing on reading solely does not help to gain good commandin 

ESP situations, and it is not fruitful to isoiate reading from Iistening, speaking and 

writing since the improvement of each of these skills is also dependent on the other 

skills (see Hutchinson and Waters, 1987:75-76 for a more detailed discussion). Yet, 

there are some reading-based courses which have implemented their programmes 

successfully over the years, such as the Brazilian ESP project (in Johns and Dudley-

Evans, 1993), the University of Malaya ESP project (in Emener, 1989), and EST 

reading courses in Mexican Universities (in Hudson, 1991 ). Hudson (1991:78) says that 

in such programmes, "the students had no basic need to learn English other than to gain 

infomıation from journal articles, manuals and textbooks intheir university studies and 

future employment." 
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Obviously, it is not necessary to assert that reading is the only and most 

im portant ski ll in ESP methodology. But it needs to be accepted that the ski ll of reading 

is still very important for the students in order to be able follow foreign publications 

and literature such as scientific journals, magazines, reports and similar academic texts 

in English to update their professional knowledge. 

In Turkish secondary schools, English is taught in the way as mentioned at the 

beginning; it is thought to be a useful tool for the students for future employment 

without obvious immediate expectation un til the university level ( cf. Mackay and 

Mountford, 1978:2). However, when the students start their academic studies, they 

become overwhelmed when they are exposed to authentic texts, academic literature, or 

lectures in English. Therefore, it is usually necessary for them to attend preparatory 

courses first, if the medium of instruction is in English, or the students start to leam 

English from pre-intennediate, even beginning levels if English is one of the regular 

courses. This may predicate that English Teaching Programmes at pre-tertiary level 

need to be re-developed. Arslan (1991:2) comments: 

After graduation, pupils rarely attaina useful coınmand of the target language. In the Turkish 
University system, the teaching process, based on mechanical analysis of the graınmatical 
structure and vocabulaıy of the language, does not lead to a functional competence in the tongue. 
The lesson materials are often divorced from any reality that the speaker might encounter in 
teacher' s need to use the language. 

Based on this claim, it is possible to add that there is no reason to delay content area 

EFL or ESP reading applications in combination with other skills and grammar at a 

secondary school level, especially if the schools have a definite professional aim with 

homogenous groups of learners with sim i lar needs. Blackie ( 1979:266) schematises the 

suggestion of an alternative approach as follows: 
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This approach extends over a transitional period in time. Blackie (1979:266) says: "The 

start represents the point at which a complete beginner would enter the programme, and 

where the course would concern itself with objectives which are specified but which are 

applicable to a broad spectrum of Jong-tenn objectives. Students entering at po int 4 (on 

a fıve-point scale) would be learning the specifıc skills required for their situation. In 

the interim period, the course would be developing the learners' fluency and accuracy, 

with continuous reference to the Jearning needs of the group". 

The value of implementing such an additional reading programme along with 

regular English courses would be parallel to the advantages of content-based or ESP 

reading over general English reading. From this perspective the implications of such 

materials might be discussed as follows: 

l. ESP reading materials appeal to students' increased background knowledge of 

subject area, i.e., to content schema which facilitates reading comprehension in various 

ways as mentioned in 2.3. 
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2. ESP reading uses content scheına to operate on scientific discourse and other 

linguistic features, i.e., on forınal schema of the learner. Here, Mackay and Mountford 

( 1978:9) point out: 

By taking advantage ofwhat the leamer already knows, from study in his own language, about 
the organisation of scientific discourse and the way in which scientific procedures are presented 
in language, the teacher can lead to an understanding of ho w scientific communication in English 
handles these functions. This implies, firstly, a shift in emphasis away from assessrnent of a 
learner's linguistic knowledge in terms ofwhat he has failed to leam earlier, towards the effective 
cornınunicative use he can make ofwhat he has learned. 

3. ESP reading ınay avoid cultural bias usually found in non-scientific materials 

where the text may reflect the cultural viewpoint of the writer, as mentioned in the 

previous parts on backf:,JTOund knowledge. 

4. Most of the ESP reading materials are authentic since the general aim is to 

cope with unedited, unsimplified or ınodified texts. This would help the learner to 

develop strategies appropriate to read real world texts. Unlike general content authentic 

texts, ESP reading materials do not usually become out of date ( cf. I-Iaines, 1995) si nce 

they involve scientific facts, theories, developments, procedures, ete. 

5. ESP reading materials are interesting, ınotivating and directly relevant to the 

learners' needs, therefore have a relatively greater potential to be learner authentic than 

general reading materials. Since they are real-life texts, it is also easier to devise real-

life tasks for theın, so they can also be task authentic. 

6. ESP materials contain standard formal language, therefore do not break the 

rules taught by teachers ( cf. Haines, 1995). ESP reading materials also contain 

technical terıninolof:,ıy, soıne of which can be faıniliar to the students from their 

specialised backf:,JTOund knowledge. 
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2.8 Technical, Subtechnical Vocabulary and Cognate Recognition in Reading 

Comprehension 

Reading is defined as a combination of identification and interpretation skills 

(Grabe, 1991 ). During the reading process, the reader constantly decodes grammatical 

patterns and lexis, as Valette ( 1969) points out, "reading consists of two fundamental 

bases which bui1d a particular language: structure and vocabulary." Laufer and Sim 

(1985) found out that in order to interpret a text, the students operate from the lexical 

iteıns first, create hypotheses, i.e., ınake wrong guesses about the ıneaning from these 

items, add whatever relevant knowledge they have (textual or extratextual), and lastly 

iınpose a sentence structure that suits their interpretation when they have incomplete 

infonnation. Hen ce Laufer and Sim (1985: 1 O) comment: "the solid language base that is 

required to enable the reader to use contextual clues seenıs to be ınainly of a lexical 

nature ... Students look first and principally for lexical clues, white syntactic clues tend 

to be disregarded." 

While the reader is assumed to initiate reading with lexis first, soıne kinds of 

words nıay cause difficulties more than the others in reading comprehension. Especially 

in ESP reading, it is possible to think that probleıns are caused nıostly by technical 

vocabulary. However, Marshall and Gilmour ( 1993) report that comprehension 

deficiencies do not often arise by subject specific words, i.e., technical tenns such as 

electricily, mo/ecu! e or entropy ( cf. Glossary). Instead, they ( 1985 :70) suggest that "the 

problems are caused by general English words (i.e., nontechnical words such as 

because, instant, and either .... or) or by other cantext-independent words which occur 

less generally but with high frequency across disciplines (i.e., subtechnical words such 

as limit, the01y, and sequence)." 
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Robinson (1989) refers to subtechnical vocabulary as "more general 'core' 

words" used to convey the ıneanings of technical words. Marshall and Gilmour 

(1985 :71) also agree that these words modify or express relations between the key 

concepts of a discipline: 

For example, words such as characteristic and standard express comparative relations; linıit, 
maximum, and rate express quantitative relations; evacuate, exert, il?fluence, and modify express 
operationsor activities; partial, initial, source, and agent express ideas about the role of an object 
in an activity; and diagnose, devise, estimate, and themy express relations between people and the 
objects of study. 

According to Robinson ( 1 989), subtechnical words occur relatively mo re in 

spoken language rather than written language. He gives the following example for the 

'enabling facility' of such words by citing the definition of the word 'vermicelli' from 

the Longmwı Dictionwy ofContemporwy j-_'nglislı: 

vernıicelli: a food m ade from flour paste in the form of very thin strings w h i ch have been 
dried and made soft again by boiling. 

Robinson (1989:274) concludes that the words such as made sofl, form of thin strings, 

ete., provide the enabling facility, which "is a feature too of the subtechnical language 

usedin the oral explanation ofmore technical concepts." 

The definitions above throw light in understanding subtechnical vocabulary. 

Yet, the distinction between general, specialised and subtechnical categories has not 

been clearly specified and recent studies attempt to classify these words into families. 

Martinez (1994:81) reports that one way of identification of such categories is to use 

statistical operations of frequency and distribution: 

The method is based on the assumption that technical terms occur fairly frequently in thcir 
discipline, but rarely occur in other disciplines; in contrast, items of general vocabulary maintain a 



stable pattern of frequency and distribution across disciplines. It is then assuıned that the 
remaining lexis falls into the subtechnical category . 
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Subtechnical words are particularly difficult to identify since these words carry 

different meanings in different contexts. Therefore Sindair and Renouf (1988) call 

these words as 'delexical' (see Robinson, 1989), anda single concept can be referred to 

with two or more subtechnical words as well. 

Although this category has not been adequately defıned in literature, and is often 

genre-dependent, i.e., it may occur in one genre but not in another, it still seeıns to be 

one of the most influential features that effect reading comprehension (Martinez, 1994). 

Research on the categorisation of subtechnical vocabulary may have valuable 

implications in the teaching of vocabulary and developing instructional materials in 

ESP. Martinez (1994:82) adds, this "can also help the ESP student to learn the 

vocabulary used to express the genre-spccifıc nature of the texts that they will encounter 

intheir academic studies." 

Research on subtechnical vocabulary is combined with 'cognate recognition' in 

some studies (e.g. Moss, 1992; Martinez, 1994; Nagy, Garcia, Durgunoğlu, and 

Hanchin-Bhatt, 1993). The term 'cognate' may have different defınitions according to 

various views (cf Glossary). In the Oxford Companion to English Language, the word 

cognate is explained as to have its decent from the Latin word cognatus meaning 'bom 

together.' The cognates are deseribed as more or less sim i lar to each other in form, but 

the meaning does not have to be the same. lt is also addcd that "Cognatcs are easy to 

find in related (or cognate) languages such as English, Gerınan, Greek and Latin, but 

unrelated languages may also have cognate iteıns" (p.229-230). 
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According to some vıews, some of the technical terms or subtechnical 

vocabulary in Turkish scientific prose that seem familiar when students read in English 

might be considered as borrowings rather than cognates, although there are also 

opposing ideas (cf. Glossary). Lexical borrowing is "taking a word or a phrase from one 

language in to an other.. .Borrowing is a major aspect of language change" (Oxford 

Companion to English Language, ı 992: 14 ı ) . lt is inevitable for languages to borrow 

lexical items from one another depending on the contact between them. Reasons for 

borrowing are listedas follows: 

( 1) Close contact in especially multilingual situations, making the mixing of elemen ts from 
different languages mo re or less commonplace. (2) The damination of so me languages by otlıers 
(for cultural, economic, political, religious or other reasons), so that material flows 'down' from 
those 'high ' languages into 'lower' vernaculars. (3) A sense ofneed, users of one language 
drawing material for anather for such purposes as education and technology. (4) Prestige 
associated with using words from anather language. (5) A mix ofsome or all ofthese (The 
Oxford Companian to English Language, 1992: 141 ). 

The reason for borrowing words into Turkish scientific discourse might include all of 

them. These words can be directly borrowed, assimilated, diffused or adapted in terms 

or spelling and pronunciation, such as maximum/maksimum, to tolerate/tolere etmek, 

echinococcus/ ekinokok. 

Research conducted on cognate recognition focus mainly on the Germanic 

language English vs. Romance languages such as English/Spanish, English/French. 

These studies usually take place in ESL settings (e.g. Moss, 1992; Martinez, 1994). 

Although less aınounts of cognates may occur in general EFL contexts, ESP reading 

materials may contain more common cognates in technical texts rather than the other 

genres because of the technical and subtechnical vocabulary. 
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Either accepted as cognates or as borrowings, the transfer effects of these words 

have been reported as influential in reading comprehension. Koda ( \989) investigated 

the effects of transferring Ll vocabulary knowledge on L2 reading profıciency. Based 

on the fındings, Koda (1989:529) suggests that "transferred vocabulary knowledge 

increases L2 reading comprehension; moreover, the initial advantage magnifies its 

effect over time as task complexity increases, thus enhancing the overall development 

of L2 reading profıciency . " 

The role of transfer in L2, specifically, the use of cognates has been the subject 

of a number of studies. Some of these studies suggest that the students should be given 

instructions on how to use their background knowledge of cognates effectively. Treville 

(1993), for example, conducted an experinıental study on systematic cognate 

instruction, and the results revealed that receptive vocabulary increased in all of the 

areas tested when the students were guided and studied interlingual cognates 

systematically. Other studies focused on the extent to which students recobrnise and use 

cogt~ates. 

Mos s ( 1992: 141) draws attention to the following fact: 

Spanish-speaking students taking university-level ESP courses designed with the sole objective of 
achieving reading comprehension in technical and semitechnical texts were unaware of the high 
frequency of cognate words in such texts, and that their reading effıciency was adversely affected 
by this lack of awareness ..... further ...... most teachers of English, having themselves a 
relatively high !eve\ of linguistic sophistication, are unaware of this problem and tend to 
assume that cognate lexical items are automatical\y recognised and do not therefore constitute a 
problem. 

Moss puts forward that becausc of paying more attention to rhetorical and syntactic 

structures and reading skills, vocabulary is often neglected in ESP/EAP practice. He 

adds that successful recognition of cognates, wlıich occur frequently in scientific texts, 
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will increase the students' speed of reading, motivation and confidence; therefore, it 

should be a part of the reading class. In his research, Moss studied the effects of 

morphological differences in cognates, and suggested that the students need instruction 

on the following patterns of cognates which were found to be most problematic based 

on the findings (Moss, 1992:1 57): 

- words with a proportional difference ofbetween 40% and 60%; 
- words with initial difference; 
-words with both initial and fina! difference; 
- words with more than two vowel differences; 
- verbs; 
- simplification of consonant groups; 
- specific difficulties, such as verbs in -ate. 

ln another study, Nagy, Garcia, Durgunoğlu, and Hanchin-Bhatt (1993) studied 

whether there was transfer of L 1 vocabulary knowledge to L2 reading by students, and 

to what extend this transfer enabled the students to recognise cot,YJlates. Among their 

experimental measures, there was also a 'cognate-circling' task. On the results, Nagy et. 

al. (1993:250) comments: 

The significant effect of total target words circled indicates that students who recognised more 
cognates in passages did better on the multiple-choice test. That is, above and beyond any 
differences in proficiency in English or Spanish, student [sic] who identified more cognates were 
better at interpreting cognates in English text. 

Furthermore, this study also revealed that the students were unaware of the high 

frequency of cognates and did not recognise them. Nat,ry et. al. noticed that the students 

circled only less than half of the cognates they had reported that they knew. 

One reason for this non-recognition is sim i lar to the observation of Mo ss ( 1992), 

that is, the degree of orthographic similarity. Nagy et. al. (1993 :253) points out "They 
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were less likely to recognise cognates when a few Jetters were different. .... For exanıple 

fe w students recognised reality as a cognate of real idad." 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Introduction 

This research aimed to determine the value of word identification and 

classification as a pre-reading schema activator activity in coınprehending authentic, 

unedited ESP texts. An experimental study was conducted on control and experiınental 

groups. This chapter gives a description of the subjects, materials, data collection, 

procedure and data analysis used in the experimental study. 

3.2 Subjects 

The subjects of this study were two single-gender (female) intact dasses of 

fourth grade students in Osmangazi University's Nursing High School, Eskişehir, 

Turkey. The level of the students, who had three hours of English classes per week 

besides the content area courses, was pre-intermediate. Both dasses were taught by the 

researcher. One of the dasses (G 1) had 29 students, and the other class (G2) had 30 

students. In each of the data calleetion procedures, one student was absent from each 

class because they were on school duty. A pilot study was conducted with both of the 

groups in order to deterınine that the classes were at the same level. In this preliminary 

study, the students were given a passage to read on Immunisation from a UNESCO 

report. Both of the classes were asked to sean the text and to ınake a list of technical 

and subtechnical vocabulary before reading. They were also told that after reading the 

text, they were going to answer a test, which consisted ofınultiple-choice, ınatching, fill 

in the blanks and synonym questions. 
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The results show that the there is no significant difference between G 1 and G2 

who were exposed to the same pilot treatment (t= -0.25; p > 0.05); therefore, it is 

possible to co nci ude that these groups are at the same !eve! of proficiency in English 

(cf. Appendix A for the pilot study, and Appendix O for statistical tables). 

3.3 Materials 

Four authentic reading passages, mainly of expository type, were selected 

without any simplification or editing, form nursing journal s and a textbook on diseases 

and their treatment written for native nurses. 

Authentic texts without any simplification or modification are particularly used 

in this study for a number of reasons. Firstly, the students might encounter such texts 

after secondary school when they start university or work, so they needed to be exposed 

to realistic material. Secondly, the students might recognise more terms related to their 

fields in their natural occurrence than in a general English text, since the texts were not 

manipulated in terms of lexis. Therefore it would be possible to suggest that the specific 

vocabulary that is thought to be problematic to reading authentic and unsimplified texts, 

might help the students to activate and use their content schema and to overcome their 

linguistic deficiencies related to fonnal schema. The third reason of using authentic 

texts taken directly from joumals was to activate their interestand increase motivation 

during the reading process through relating the content to their own lives. Thus, it is 

possible to assume the texts as 'learner authentic' (cf Glossary and Chapter II). These 

texts also serve the general purpose of the curriculum of the school. Finally, to provide 

task authenticity, the word identification activity is suggested as a pre-reading activity, 

because it is assumed that in real life situations areader might possibly skim for some 
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familiar words firstly to understand what the text is about when he picks up any text in 

a foreign language, 

The topics of the texts were carefully chosen to include the subjects that were 

already taught in their content area courses, in order to maintain that the students had 

the necessary background knowledge to be covered. Text ı was about the techniques of 

nose drops administration, Text 2 on hydatid disease, Text 3 on meningitis, and Text 4 

was on diphtheria (cf. Appendices C, E, G, I). 

Although to highlight the effects of pictures was not one of the purposes of the 

study, Text 1 and Text 2 were accoınpanied with pictures, and these were not excluded 

so as to preserve the originality of the texts. 

The experimental b'TOups fılled in the 'word classification grid' before reading, 

i.e., asa pre-reading activity, instead of the 'cognate circling' task suggested in Nabıy et. 

al. ( 1993). The students were asked to underiine the faıniliar content words fırst, then to 

fill in this grid under the headings as technical, subtechnical, and I don 't know. The last 

heading was for the words the students were not sure of its category, or for the words 

they di d not know their meaning ( cf. Appendix B for classification grid). 

3.4 Data Golleetion 

The subjects were given a test which consisted of three parts for data collection. 

Multiple-choice Questions: Not ınore than ı O multiple-choice questions were 

prepared for each text, depending on its length. The questions were based on factual 

information found within the texts. According to Heaton (1975), these questions test the 

students' ability to recognise correct infonnation in the texts, therefore they are 

recognition-type oftests (cf. Appendices C, E, G, I for tests). 

A r. Ü ' 

MerKeZ Kfı 
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Open-ended Questions: Up to 1 O open-ended questions for each text were 

prepared to test higher-level comprehension. These questions aimed to elicit text-

explicit and text-implicit (inferential) information a reader would normally expect to 

understand from the text. They also functioned as production type of tests since 

production can be tested through omitting the choices of a multiple question (Heaton, 

1 975). The subjects responded in English. 

Writing down any information from the text in the native language and analysis 

of idea un i ts: This is a procedure used instead of 'retelling,' which has been employed 

in nuınerous studies to test reading comprehension ( e.g. Elmas, 1992). Reteliing 

procedures were usually conducted in the students' native languages in order to 

eliminate ditTiculties regarding the use of English si nce the aim was to focus on reading 

comprehension (e.g. Laufer and Sim, 1985). The retelling procedure required the 

students to remember as much infonnation as possible from the text and tell them orally 

to an interviewer. 

However, the reteliing procedure is changed into rewriting in some studies (e.g. 

Roller and Matambo, 1992), as well as in this reseaı·ch study. Moreover, a further 

modifıcation was made in this study in order to avoid some effects that were undesired. 

For example, a reteliing procedure and rewriting in the sense used in Roller and 

Matambo's (1992) study, i.e., without referring back to the text, require recalling as 

much information as possible from the text, thus involve testing the students' menıory. 

In order to avoid this undesired effect, the students were allowed to refer to the text 

whenever they wanted to, because the aim of the study was not to overwhelm the 

students by causing them to memorise the text. Another difference between reteliing 

and writing down in native language is that in the fonner, the students are interviewed 
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one by one by the experimenters and their respanses are either tape-recorded or ınarked 

on a checklist In this study, this procedure was thought to be time-consuming and 

impractical. Therefore, the students were asked to write down as much information as 

they understood instead of oral retelling. These parts are, then, divided into their 'idea 

units' to be scored (cf. Appendices D, F, H, J for checklists). 

Idea units ina text can be determined through what Clark (1982) says, "where 

good readers would pause in oral reading" (Elmas, 1992). Idea units might be defined 

as the smallest meaninı:,>tul segments that contain a single propositional idea within a 

stretch ofa sentence. The following example is the 'chunked' form ofthe first sentence 

in Text 3: 

1. The meninges consist of 3 sheaths 
2. covering the brain 
3. and the spinal cord: 
4. the pia, 
5. arachnoid and 
6. dura matter. 

Here, if a student writes all of the information that is included within this sentence, he 

will get six points. However, if she writes the following sentence "The meninges consist 

of2 sheaths (the pia, and arachnoid) covering the brain" in her native language, she will 

be assigned scores from units 2,4, and 5, and will receive three points, i.e. the units that 

are mentioned will be scored and distortions of the units will not be accepted. 

ln this study, the texts were chunked into idea units without taking grammatical 

words such as 'and, but, although,' ete. into consideration, therefore, these words were 

not scored during the evaluation of the students' rewritings (cf. Glossary for examples 

of idea un i ts and grammatical word). 
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The idea un i ts within the texts were determined and counted by the help of three 

native speakers, and checklists were prepared and edited for each text (cf Appendices 

B, C, D, E). 

3.5 Procedure 

The contents of the four texts were first discussed by their content-area teachers 

to confirm that the students had relevant backt,rround knowledge about those subjects. 

They were also asked to sean the texts to detect familiar vocabulary in order to 

determine that the passages contained the necessary vocabulary which could be 

transferred from their first language. 

Then a procedure siınilar to the experimental application is followed with the 

teachers whose foreign language background were nıainly English, and one French, and 

they were asked to identify the technical or nontechnical words which are recognisable 

and can be fo und in Turkish, too. One of the aims of this exercise was to detennine the 

vocabulary the students have in their background knowledge and will probably 

recognise. Secondly, it was expected that even though the native teachers had a very 

vague or no background of English language, they might be able to recognise the 

medical or the technical terminology in the texts, which would consequently help to 

guess the content of the reading material and activate their prior content scheına. 

The teachers who participated were able to recot,ınise the words, guess the 

content, and teli the organisation of knowledge in the text ( e.g. the general introduction 

of a disease, its causes, epidemiology, related signs and symptoms, procedure of 

treatment, ete.). 
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G 1 and Gl were both treated as experiınental and control groups in turns. This 

was done in order to control variabtes such as motivational differences and avoid other 

bias concerning thegroupsor method. The design of the study is shownin Table 3.5.1: 

Table 3.5.1 

The Design of the Groups for the Experimental Treatment 

Gl Gl Data Calleetion 

ı No treatment Word identification Text 1/Test ı 

1 Word identifıcation No treatment Text 2/Test 2 

" No treatment Word identification Text 3/Test 3 .) 

4 Word ıdentıfıcatıon No treatment Text 4/Test 4 

At the beginning, both of the groups were first introduced to the study through 

teliing them that they were going to read texts about their own professional area, i.e., 

about nursing, taken from original nursingjournals and textbooks. 

The subjects were also infonned that at the end of the reading activity, they were 

to answer a test which consisted of multiple choice and open ended questions, as well 

as write down everything they understand in Turkish by referring to the text whenever 

they wanted. None of the groups received pre-reading activities other than the treatment 

procedure to focus on the value of word identification and classifıcation. 

The experimental groups were asked to sean the texts and to fıll in the 

classification sheet at the beginning of each reading session whereas the control groups 

read the texts directly. The experimental groups were given the following explanation 

on how to t1ll in the classification shect: 
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"Nowadays, in your environment, it is possible to find English publications, 

such as journals, in your professional area. If you encounter such material, you may 

think that it is difficult for you to read and understand them. However, if you look at 

these texts, you may reC06Tf1ise familiar wordsat a glance. These words may give you an 

idea about what the text is about, and you may even fıgure out the details of the text. 

Now you are going to read a text taken directly from a nursing journal. Before starting 

to read, sean the text and try to find some familiar vocabulary. You will realise that 

most of these words are technical which you know from medicine and nursing, and 

some of them are subtechnical, i.e., words that are not about medicine specifically and 

may occur across disciplines such as molecule. lf you see these two types of words, 

write them under the columns 'technical' and 'subtechnical.' There may besome words 

that you are not sure which category they belong to, or words that you may not know 

their meaning. lf this is the case, write them below the 'I don't know' column. After 

you fınish this activity, look through the words and think how they relate to the text. 

Then read the text and coınplete the test that accompanies your passages. To fınd out 

how valuable this activity is, and to what extend it will help you when you read out of 

the classroom, now imagine that you are on your own." 

Each reading session lasted 60 minutes and four texts were read by the subjects 

within four weeks. 

3.6 Data Analysis 

The scores of the experimental and control groups were calculated on the basis 

of correct answers of the multiple choice and open ended questions, and the number of 

idea units mentioned. 
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The units mentioned by the students were compared to the idea unit checklists 

and only the correctly mentioned units were scored for each student. Meaningfully and 

logically paraphrased forms were counted, whereas distortions in the meaning were not 

accepted ( cf Appendices K, L, M, N for the Iists of scores of the subjects in all parts ). 

The same evaluation procedure was repeated for all of the four texts in both the 

control and experimental groups. The results were examined and compared statistically 

by running the t-test for paired samples in terms of the following: 

1) Difference between control and experimental groups in correctly answered 

multiple choice questions, 

2) Difference between control and experimental groups in correctly answered 

open ended questions, 

3) Difference between control and experimental groups in the number of idea 

units correctly mentioned. 
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CHAPTER IV 

ANAL YSIS OF RESUL TS 

4.1. Introduction 

The purpose of this study is to assess the value of word identification and 

classification as pre-reading schema activator in comprehending authentic, unsimplified 

content-area texts. To achieve this, significant differences were sought in the 

performance of experimental and control groups in the tests that were adınİnistered 

after each reading material. 

This c hapter contains the analysis of the tes ts which consisted of three sections: 

multiple choice questions, open ended questions, and the idea units written in the 

students' own language. The data was analysed by running t-test between each test 

sections and al so between total m ean s of perfonnance scores. 

4.2 Analysis of Multiple Choice Question Scores 

The results of the multiple choice questions answered correctly in Tests 1 ,2,3, 

and 4 are shown in Tables 4.2. 1; 4.2.2; 4.2.3; and 4.2.4 respectively. As demonstrated in 

these tables, the subjects performed equally well in Tests 2 and 4, whereas significant 

contradictory differences were observed in Tests 1 and 4. 

In Test 1, 6 multiple choice questions were asked concerning Text 1. As shown 

in Table 4.2. 1, the mean score of the experimental group was 3.74, whereas the mean 

score for the control group was 4.39. The mean difference between these two groupsis 

calculated as 0.65. Therefore, the control groups scored sif,rnificantly (t=2.14; p < 0.05) 

higher than the experimental group in this test. This means that the treatment did not 
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help the experimental group (G2) in Test 1, and the control group (G 1) made better 

progress without the word identifıcation and classifıcation activity. 

Table 4.2.1 

The Results oft-test for Multiple Choice Question Scores in Test 1 

Groups Mean Scores Mean Difference 

G 1 (control) 
4.39 

(N=28) 
0.65 

G2 ( experimental) 
3.74 

(N=27) 

(t= 2. 14; p < 0.05) 

Table 4.2.2 

The Results oft-test for Multiple Choice Question Scores in Test 2 

Groups Mean Scores Mean Difference 

Gl (experimental) 
4.07 

(N=28) 
0.11 

G2 (control) 
3.96 

(N=28) 

(t= 0.29 ; p > 0.05) 

Test 2 contained 6 multiple choice questions. The mean of results in the 

experimental b,Tfoup was 4.07, and in the control group it was 3.96 (Table 4.2.2). 
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Although the difference of means was 0.11, i.e., the experimental group (G 1) scored 

slightly better than the control group (G2), the mean difference was not statistically 

signifıcant (t=2. ı 4 ; p > 0.05). Therefore, it can be concluded that both of the groups 

showed similar performance in spite of the treatment applied in the experimental group. 

Tabıe 4.2.3 

The Results oft-test for Multiple Choice Question Scores in Test 3 

Groups Mean Scores Mean Difference 

G 1 (control) 
4.04 

(N=28) 
0.71 

G2 (experimental) 
4.75 

(N=28) 

(t= -2. ı 7; p < 0.05) 

The number of multiple choice questions asked in Test 3 was 8. As Tab le 4.2.3 

illustrates, the experimental group had the mean value of 4.75 while the control f,TfOup 

had the mean value of 4.04. The mean difference of the groups is 0.71. lt shows that 

there is a significant difference between the experimental (G2) and the control group 

(G 1) and the subjects in the experimental group perfonned better than the control group 

(t= -2.17 ; p < 0.05). Therefore, it is possible to say that the word identification and 

classifıcation had positive effects in comprehending Text 3. 

Table 4.2.4 includes the means and differences obtained from the analysis of 

multiple choice questions in Test 4. This test contained a total number of 9 multiple 

choice questions. The mean was 6.29 in the experimental group and 5.96 in the control 
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group. The mean difference of the groups was 0.33. That is to say, the mean in the 

experimental group (G 1) was slightly higher than in the control group (G2). However, 

this difference is not significant (t= 0.82 ; p > 0.05), thus, both of the groups made 

equal prof,rress. 

Table 4.2.4 

The Results oft-test for Multiple Choice Question Scores in Test 1 

Groups Mean Scores Mean Difference 

G 1 ( experimental) 
6.29 

(N=28) 
0.33 

G2 (control) 
5.96 

(N=28) 

(t= 0.82 ; p > 0.05) 

From these results, it appeared that experimental groups made slightly better 

progress in Test 2, 3, and 4, but the results were statistically significant only in Test 3. 

Mor~over, the control group was more successful than the experimental group in Test 1. 

Therefore the statistical analyses do not seem to suggest meaningful results to make 

general isations. 

4.3 Analysis of Open Ended Question Scores 

Open ended questions of varying nuınbers were devised for the conıprehension 

tests given after Texts 1, 2, 3, and 4. These questions were prepared to test the readers' 

understanding of the factual knowledge and the content in the texts. Analysis of the 
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subjects' correct answers did not reflect any significant difference between 

experimental and control groups. 

Table 4.3.1 shows the means and mean differences for both groupsin Test l. A 

total number of 8 open ended qucstions were asked in this test. Here the mean score of 

the experimental group for the open ended questions was 3.74, and the mean score of 

the control group was 3.32. The mean difference was found as 0.42. The experimental 

group (G2) perfom1ed slightly better than the control group (G 1), but at the 0.05 

signifıcance level, there is not a signifıcant difference between these two groups in Test 

1. Therefore, the treatment did not have a signifıcant effect on the answers to open 

ended questions in this test. 

Table 4.3.1 

The Results oft-test for Open Ended Questions Scores in Test 1 

Groups Mean Scores Mean Difference 

G 1 (control) 
3.32 

(N=28) 
0.42 

G2 ( experiınental) 
3.74 

(N=27) 

(t= -1.00; p > 0.05) 

Table 4.3.2 illustrates the results obtained from Test 2, which included lO open 

ended questions. The mean score is 4.34 in the experimental group, and 4.52 in the 

control group. With 0.18 ınean ditference, the control group scored slightly but non-

significantly better than the experimental group (t= -0.44 ; p > 0.05). This ıneans that 
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both the experimental (G 1) and the control (G2) f,:rroup performed similarly in providing 

answers to open ended type of question Test 2. Therefore, the treatment procedure did 

not have significant effects. 

Table 4.3.2 

The Results oft-test for Open Ended Questions Scores in Test 2 

Groups Mean Scores Mean Difference 

G 1 (experimental) 
4.34 

(N=28) 
0.18 

G2 (control) 
4.52 

(N=28) 

(t= -0.44 ; p > 0.05) 

Table 4.3.3 

The Results oft-test for Open Ended Questions Scores in Test 3 

Groups Mean Scores Mean Difference 

Gl (control) 
5.81 

(N=28) 
0.18 

G2 ( experimental) 
6.09 

(N=28) 

(t= -0.75 ; p > 0.05) 

The second part of Test 3 consisted of 9 open endcd questions which were 

responded to by the experimental group with the nıean score of6.09, and by the control 
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t,rroup with the mean score of 5.81 (Table 4.3.3). The difference between the ınean 

scores was O. 1 8. Therefore, this slight difference between the experimental group (G2) 

and the control group is not significant (t= -0.75; p > 0.05). 

Table 4.3.4 indicates the results of the 10 open ended questions in Test 4. 

According to the statistical analysis, the experimental group had the mean value of 4.31, 

and the control group had the mean value of 4.63. The difference between the means of 

the groups was 0.18 with the control group performing slightly higher. The statistical 

analysis indicates that there is no significant difference (t= -O.Tl; p > 0.05) between the 

students in the experimental group (G 1) and the control group (G2) in terms of their 

correct answers to the open ended questions in Test 4. 

Table 4.3.4 

The Results oft-test for Open Ended Questions Scores in Test 4 

Groups Mean Scores Mean Difference 

G 1 ( experimental) 
4.31 

(N=28) 
0.18 

G2 (control) 
4.63 

(N=28) 

(t= -0.72 ; p > 0.05) 

From these results, it can be concluded that there is no signifıcant ditference 

betv·.:een the experimental and control groups in the amount of correct answers to the 

open ended questions. In Test 1 and Test 3, the experimental t,rroup, i.e. G2 performed 

slightly better than the control group, i. e., G 1. On the other hand, when G 1 received the 
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treatment as the experimental group, the subjects could not make sufficient progress 

higher than the scores of 02 who were the control group as in Test 2 and Test 4. Thus, 

the non-signifıcant results revealed that the word identifıcatioıı and classification 

activity had no signifıcant effect on the answers to opeıı ended questioııs after reading 

authentic coııtent area texts. 

4.4 Analysis of the Idea Unit Scores 

At the end of each reading session, both the experimental and control groups 

were asked to write everythiııg they had understood from thetextsin Turkish. These re-

writings were analysed and scored in tenns of the checklists prepared by dividing the 

texts into their idea units ( cf. Appendices B, C, D, E). The scores given in terms of the 

number of idea units mentioned by the students were examined through t-test. The 

fındings did not revcal any statistically signifıcant difference in the scores of the 

experimental and control groups. 

Table 4.4.1 

The Results oft-test for ldea Units Scores in Test 1 

Groups Mean Scores Mean Difference 

Gl (control) 
13.14 

(N=28) 
2.03 

02 (experiınental) 
ı 1.11 

(N=28) 

(t= 1.23 ; p > 0.05) 
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Text 1 was divided into 55 idea units (cf. Appendix D) and Table 4.4.1 

illustrates the mean values of the idea units written by the subjects. The mean in the 

experimental group (G2) was 11.1 1, while the mean of idea units in the control group 

(Gl) was 13.14. The difference ofıneans was calculated as 2.03. This means that the 

control group wrote a few more correct idea units from the text than the experimental 

group. However, this result is not significant (t= 1.23 ; p >0.05). 

In Text 2, the amount of idea units identified was 158 (cf. Appendix F). The 

result of t-test revealed the ınean in experiınental group as 24.46 and in control group 

as 29.18 (Table 4.4.2). The difference in means was calculated as 4.72. ln other words, 

the control group (G2) understood nearly fıve more idea units than the experimental 

group ( G2) without the treatment. Yet this number was not statistically sibrnificant (t = 

- 1.95; p > 0.05), and the perfonnance of the two groups was accepted as similar. 

Table 4.4.2 

The Results oft-test for Idea Units Scores in Test 2 

Groups Mean Scores Mean Difference 

G 1 ( experimental) 
24.46 

(N=28) 
4.72 

Gl (control) 
29.18 

(N=28) 

(t= -1.95; p > 0.05) 

As seenin Table 4.4.3, the mean value in the experimental group was 42.07 out 

of 134 idea units identified in Text 3 ( cf. Appendix G). The same item was 40.25 in the 
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control f,:rroup. The mean difference was 1.82; therefore, the slightly higher progress of 

the experimental group (G2) was not significant and both of the groups (G 1, G2) were 

found to have performed equally well without regard to the experimental procedure (t= 

-0.45 ; p > 0.05). 

Table 4.4.3 

The Results oft-test for Idea Units Scores in Test 3 

Group s Mean Scores Mean Difference 

G 1 (control) 
40.25 

(N=28) 
1.82 

G2 ( experimental) 
42.07 

(N=28) 

(t= -0.45 ; p > 0.05) 

Table 4.4.4 

The Results oft-test for Idea Units Scores in Test 4 

Groups Mean Scores Mean Difference 

G 1 ( experi mental) 
27.43 

(N=28) 
8.46 

G2 (control) 
35.89 

(N=28) 

(t= -2.26 ; p < 0.05) 
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Text 4 contained 103 idea units ( cf. Appendix I). The mean score of the 

experimental group was 27.43, and the mean score of the control group was 35.89 

(Table 4.4.4). With a mean difference of 8.46, the control brroup (G2) performed 

significantly higher (t= -2.26; p < 0.05) than the experimental group (G 1). In that case, 

the control group was able to write approximately more than 8 idea units more than the 

experimental group, thus, the treatment procedure, i.e., the word identification and 

classifıcation activity, was not useful to recognise and understand more details. 

To sum up briefly, in all the tests, no signifıcant differences were found in 

terms of the idea units mentioned, except Test 4, where the control group (G2) made 

significantly better progress than the experimental group (G 1 ). Although the other tests 

were not significant, Group 2 (G2) had a higher mean value than Group 1 (G 1) in Tests 

2, 3, and 4, in one of the cases as the experimental group. Bither as receiving the 

treatment or not, Group 2 was usually more successful than Group 2. However, since 

the results were not statistically signifıcant at !eve! 0.05 in Tests 1, 2, and 3, it can be 

concluded that there is no difference between the experimental and control groups, and 

as a consequence, the treatment was not useful to increase the number of idea units 

mention ed. 

4.5 Analysis of the Total Scores and Discussion 

From the findings above, it can be noticed that the overall results are nearly the 

same in experimental and control groups. Table 4.5.1 below demonstrates the means of 

all parts of the tests which were multiple choice questions, open ended questions and 

number of idea units; thus, it summarises the perfonnance of the two groups. 
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Table 4.5.1 

Table ofTest Results 

Group Multiple Choice Q. Open Ended Q. Idea Units 

G 1 ( cont.) 4.39 3.32 13.14 

Test 1 G2 (exp.) 3.74 3.74 11.11 

(t= 2.14:o<0.05) (t= -1.00:o>0.05) (t=1.23:o>0.05) 

Gl (exp.) 4.07 4.34 24.46 

Test 2 G2 (cont.) 3.96 4.52 29.18 

(t= 0.29;p>0.05) (t= -0.44;p>0.05) (t= -1.95;p>0.05) 

G 1 ( cont.) 4.04 5.81 40.25 

Test 3 G2 (exp.) 4.75 6.09 42.07 

(t= - 2.1 7;p<0.05) (t= - 0.75;p>0.05) (t= - 0.45;p>0.05) 

Gl (exp.) 6.29 4.31 27.43 

Test 4 G2 (cont.) 5.96 4.63 35.89 

(t= 0.82;p>0.0.5) (t= -0.72;p>0.05) (t= -2.26;p<0.05) 

According to these results, the mean scores obtained were statistically signifıcant in 

favour ofthe control group (Gl) in Test 1, multiple choice part (t= 2.14;p<0.05); and in 

favour the experimental t,JToup in Test 3, multiple choice part (t= - 2.17;p<0.05). The 

difference of means of multiple choice questions in Test 2 and Test 4 were not 

significant. Therefore, the mean scores in the multiple choice questions part do not 

seeın to suggest meaningful results. 

None of the differences of means ın the open ended questions part was 

statistically signifıcant. Thus, both experimental and control groups perfonned equally 

well in this seetion of the test. 
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The mean scores in the idea units part were not sit,'Tiificantly different except in 

Test 4, in which the control group (02) performed higher than the experimental group 

(t= -2.26;p<0.05). Since the results in the other tests were the same in tenns of the idea 

units, it is not possible to make generalisation s out of these scores. 

Consequently, in most parts of the tests no difference were found between the 

control and experimental groups. Therefore, in general, the treatment, i.e., word 

identification and classification was not effective in increasing reading comprehension. 

The reason for these findings are discussed in Chapter V. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

5.1 Discussion of the Results 

Research in literature has shown that the effects of background knowledge, 

especially knowledge of content, has contributed to reading comprehension ( e.g. 

Taglieber, Johnson and Yarbrough, 1988). Therefore, it is usually recommend using 

pre-reading activities which tap the students' already existing background knowledge in 

order to activate content schema, or to provide new background knowledge so as to help 

the students in comprehension. The last purpose is especially important when the text is 

culturally biased. fn order to avoid cultural bi.as and the problem of vocabulary to a 

certain extent, and to concentrate on reading comprehension, the texts can be chosen 

carefully from the students' own discipline area, i.e., scientific or technical texts where 

they have considerably heightened background knowledge, as in this study. 

The results of this research were consistent with the studies which cl aimed that 

activation of content schema contributed to reading comprehension ( e.g. Chen and 

Graves, 1995). The students, both in control and experiınental t,rroups, wcre able to 

understand the technical texts a great dea! , and wrote the main ideas and details of 

varying amounts after reading. Evidence existed on the activation of the students' 

schema since they also wrote additional details which were not given in the text (cf. 

Chapter Il., p. 24; Cook, 1989). 

In most ESP reading situations, technical and scientific materials are often 

genuinely authentic materials. In other words, they are not written to teach language 
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forms and functions to foreign students, but to communicate certain messages regarding 

the content to their readers. Although coping with such texts seemed to be diffıcult to 

EFL students, the subjects of this study were able to grasp a considerably high amount 

of knowledge from the texts, e.g. the students \vrote approximately 20%-25% of the 

idea units found in the texts. 

Although one way to cope with authentic materials is to make use of pre-

existing vocabulary knowledge, one of the mostly neglected areas in reading 

comprehension research is the vocabulary dimension since most of the studies focus on 

syntactic or rhetorical concerns. One possibility for this tendeney might be because of 

the assumption that vocabulary instruction would be the least effective pre-reading 

activity. However, instead of vocabulary pre-teaching, the student could be first ınade 

awa::e of what he knows, i.e., the vocabulary that he or she already possesses. This 

process becomes more iınportant when technica1 reading is involved since research has 

found that the students usually do not recognise the high amount of cognates or 

bonowed words, even though these words are almost identica1 both in spelling and 

meanıng. 

The word classification grids revealed that the students were able to recognise 

the technical and subtechnical vocabulary that were similar in her native language and 

in English such as 'photophobia, infection, sinus, injection, viral.' Yet, not all of the 

students performed equally well in identifying these words. For example, some students 

did not write words as 'chemotherapy, inflamınation, accwnulation' in their lists. 

Therefore, this fınding was consistent with previous research which suggested that these 

words were not recognised to a great extent ( e.g. Moss, 1 992; Nagy et. al. 1993). The 

reason for this might be because of the students' lack of knowledge of how most of 
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these words are pronounced. Different outcomes might have been obtained if the 

teaeber had read the texts loudly at the beginning of the reading sessions. The students 

could catch familiar vocabulary through the way they were pronounced since most of 

these words were not written in En gl is h as they would be, if written in Turkish. 

Examination of the idea units also revealed findings that were consistent with 

Laufer and Sim's (1985) study. Similar to Laufer and Sim's observation, thesubjectsin 

this study operated from lexical items first, made incorrect guesses about the meaning 

of the infannation in the text, and arrived at an erroneous interpretation when they had 

not understood a sentence. In such cases, the students preferred to act in a bottom-up 

manner instead of top-down processing, which is also consistent with Carrell's (1983) 

finding ( cf. Chapter Il, p.27). If the students had operated ina top-down fashion, i.e., if 

they had used their high content schema, the students would probably have made more 

logical and consistent guesses about the meaning of a sentence when they had 

insufficient knowledge. 

From the results obtained, it was also detenııined that when the readers had too 

much increased and common background knowledge, they tcnded to write the same 

ideas instead of including further new information in the ir writings. Possible reasons for 

this behaviour could be to avoid making errors as mentioned above, or time limitations 

since the students had to complete a number of time consuming tasks within 60 

minutes. Perhaps different results could be obtained if the students did not complete 

multiple choice and open endcd questions but focused only on idea units. 

Finally and most importantly, despite the findings mentioned above, the 

statistical result of this study indicated that there was not any significant difference 

between the students who were asked to fill in the grid on technical and subtechnical 
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vocabulary prıor to reading and the students who read the texts directly without 

focusing on lexical items. When the students are left on their own abiliti.es, the word 

identifıcation and classification activity proved to be inetfective in increasing reading 

comprehension. However, it was expected that the experimental t,rroups could write 

more details from the texts than the control groups with their increased lexical 

awareness, but the results suggest that the students did not benefıt from the word 

identification and classification activity. Perhaps the reason for this conclusion was 

because the students were not explicitly pre-instructed, and; therefore, it was necessary 

to explain to the students how these words are identifıed and used, as suggested by 

Trevii le ( 1993 ). 

5.2 Suggestions for Further Research 

In this study, the students were asked to identify and classify the technical and 

subtechnical words on their own. Further research may investigate the effects of explicit 

cognate recognition instruction in order to increase the students' receptive vocabulary. 

Furthermore, the teaeber might read out the texts loudly to expose the students to the 

pronunciation of the words. 

The treatment procedure was to fınd and fill in the vocabulary grid as technical, 

subtechnical, and I don 't know which was found to be ineffective in this study. Other 

research may focus on other ways of word or cognate recognition activities. 

This study was limited to a content-area environment where all of the students 

were female student nurses with equal background. Therefore, other research may be 

conducted in different contexts such as comparing different subject-specific fields, or 

comparing students without content schema with students who have content schema. 
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Another possibility is to compare cultural (or general English) texts to specific content 

(ESP) texts. 

According to some researchers, subtechnical vocabulary may cause diffıculties 

or miscomprehension during reading. However, the tenn 'subtechnical' itself has not 

been clearly defined yet. Further research on identitying subtechnical vocabulary across 

disciplines is also needed. Thus, research may be conducted on the definition and nature 

of subtechnical vocabulary, or to study the effects of subtechnical vocabulary within a 

specific discipline area or between areas. 
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GLOSSARY 

Autlıentic nıaterials: Authentic materials are written or spoken language 

produced for native speakers rather than for the foreign language leamers. Newspaper 

articles, tourist information leaflets and 'real-life' conversations are typical examples of 

authentic materials (Haines, 1995:60). 

Cognate : A cognate is a lan!:,ıuage or linguistic fomı derived from the same 

source as another throughout the history. Languages like Spanish, French, and 

Portuguese are cognate languages. Many of the words of these languages are al so called 

cognates as the word 'father' becomes padre, pere, pai for example (Crystal, 1 992:70). 

Moss (1992: 1 42) adheres to the definition given in the Oxford Dictionary of 

English Etymology: 

cognate: akin, descended from a common ancestor 

(from the Latin co + gnatus) 

He adds that the term does not refer to semantic considerations but only concems itself 

to an etymological basis, and does not agree with the type of definition of cognates as 

words which are graphically similar between languages. 

Moss also adds that Spanish/English cognates are extremely frequent in certain 

types of reading material and concludes "the more technical the text, the higher the 

percentage of cognates, an d in general, any scientific or technical text can be expected 

to contain at least %30 cognates." 

According to Martin ez (1994: 87), this wi11 include words such as "function"

"funcion" (Spanish), and also bonowed words such as "Coca-Cola," and "whisky." 
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Unlike Moss, in her study Martinez al so considers false cognates which she accepts as 

"items that have identical or similar written fonn, but different meanings in the two 

languages (lbid., p. 87). Martinez al so draws attention on the degree of "cognability" of 

an item which may be "actual" or "potential." Actual cognates are very s imilar in the ir 

fonns between two languages ( e.g. ın Spanish and English total/total, 

activities/actividades, ete.). [f the degree of similarity between the word decrease, they 

may be potential cognates and she exemplifies this by the English word "offer" which 

has, to a certain extent similarities with the word "ofrecer," but is not the same as an 

actual cognate. 

Although not as high as this amount, it is assumed that most of the terminology 

and subtechnical vocabulary in Turkish medical texts may be accepted as cognates or 

direct borrowings from English, which is the principal language of science and 

technology (e.g. diphtheria/difteri, diagnosis/diagnoz, lesion/lezyon, dose/doz, to 

eliıninate/elimine etmek, complex/kompleks, ete.). Although these terms are often 

vocalised in terms of French pronunciation, it is expected that the students will 

recognise these words in their script and realise how often they are used to refer to 

medical concepts in Turkish. 

Prior or background knowledge: This is often referred to as the knowledge a 

reader possesses, the knowledge brought by good readers to the reading process for 

predicting infannation and canfırıning predictions during reading. Background 

knowledge may involve good knowledge of fonnal discourse structure including 

vocabulary and syntax, and/or knowledge of content, i.e. text related information (e.g. 

Grabe,l991; C hen and Graves, 199 5, Goodman, 196 7). 
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Sclıema tlıeory: Schema theory is a theoretical frame of reference used to 

formalise the reader's prior knowledge. lt is not a well-defined framework for the 

representation of knowledge in memory. lt is explained as an extremely useful notion 

for describing how prior knowledge is integrated in memory and used in higher-level 

comprehension process (Anderson and Pearson, 1984). The prior knowledge used to 

interpret the text is often called schemata, the interaction of which, with the text, 

taeilitates comprehension. Schema may be in the fonn of content schema (background 

knowledge of subject) andformal schema (background knowledge of structure). 

Pre-readiııg activities: Pre-reading activities are activities that prepare the 

student for the actual reading of the text. Pre-reading activities can be used "(a) to tap 

student' s already existing background knowledge, and/or (b) to provide students with 

new information that will help them comprehend the passage" (Stoller, 1994 ). Pre-

reading activities ınay prepare the readers for the culturally and conceptually new 

knowledge, make reading more enjoyable, and help to connect new information to 

already existing knowledge in a meaningful manner (Taglieber, Johnson and 

Yarbrough, 1988). Pre-reading activities are thus especially useful in activating the 

reader's schema and in providing a meaningful purpose for the reading activity. 

Word: A word is the smallest single unit of grammar which can stand al one as a 

complete utterance, and whjch can be represented in writing and speech. A word may 

have more than one meaning and in written (orthographic) fonn the word hasspaceson 

each side. In spoken fonn a phonological word is specified by real or assumed pauses in 

a string of utterance (Crystal, 1992; Collins Cobuild English Language Dictionary, 

1994 ). 
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Grammalical word: This is a word having no lexical meaning and the only 

function of it is to build grammatical relationship. Some examples of them are the, of, 

to, ete. These are also ca11ed./(mn words, .function words, structural words, functor or 

empty words. Grammatical words can be compared to lexical words which have stable 

lexical meanings. They are more frequent than grammatical words and are also called 

as content word'>, contentives or full word'>. Some examples are clıair, come, big 

(Crystal,1992: 160). 

Teclınical terms: These are wordsor expressions with specific meaning usedin 

certain specialised fıelds of science and technolo!:,ıy, e.g. medicine, physics, math. If 

technical tenninology is not understood by the majority of a speech community and is 

used by subject specialist groups mainly, they are calledjargon. Terms usually appear 

in contexts of discipline specifıc written language such as journalism, reports, books 

and spoken environments, rather than ordinary public conversation or media (Crystal, 

1992). 

Subteclmical vocabulary: Because the tenn subtechnical has not been defined 

adequately in literature, recent studies have attempted to classify subtechnical words by 

the help of statistical operations of frequency and distribution (cf. Martinez, 1994). 

These words are defıned as words that are cantext-independent and which occur with 

high frequency across disciplines (Cowan, 1974). They usually "defıne, quantify, 

qualify, and otherwise express relations which exist between key scientific concepts" 

(Marshall and Gilmour, 1993). They are also accepted as 'more general core words' 

which are usually used in explaining of technical vocabulary (Robinson, 1989). 

Examples of such words are basis, comist, dev ise, accumulate, ete. 
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Transfer: The effects of linguistic features of one language on another is called 

transfer or transference. Transfer may occur positively or negatively (interference). 

Positive transfer facilitates leaming because some items and patterns from the mother 

tongue apply to the foreign language as well (Crystal, 1992:393). 

lt is also possible to transfer vocabulary from the native language into the target 

language. rt has been found out that transferred vocabulary knowledge, in general, 

extends L2 reading comprehension and promotes the acquisition of linguistic 

knowledge of L2, and also verbal processing skills; therefore, transfer facilitates the 

development of reading proficiency in L2 (Koda, 1989). 

Word recognition: This is often deseribed as a bottom-up stratet,l)' merely used 

by beginning, non-profıcient, or L2 readers rather than proficient Ll readers who 

automatically recognise words and use more top-down processes. The development of 

automaticity particularly in word identifıcation skills, is recently seen as an important 

component of fluent reading especially by cognitive psychologists. Automaticity is also 

thought as occurring "when the reader is unaware of the process, not consciously 

controlling the process, and using very little processing capacity" (Grabe, 1991 ). 

Research on word recognition mainly focus on eye movement, recognition 

without explicit effects of context or with minimal effects, lerter level differentiation 

exercises to promote automaticity, and also on perception of words with context 

provided. This study concentrates on the last situation which is recognition within 

context but with a special emphasis on word identification and classification into word 

families rather than automaticity, that is, the studcnt is conscious and awarc of the 

process of what is intended. 
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Content-based instruction: ln content-area ESL, certain contents such as 

mathematics and scıence are used as a means of language learning. Usually two 

objectives are integrated in this field: content-area and language skills. This approach is 

mostly usedin elementary or secondary school ESL contexts such as the FLES (Foreign 

Language in Elementary School) prot,:rrammes (Mohan, 1 986). There are several 

rationales behind this perspective. First, it associates both cognitive and linguistic 

development so that they can go together. Second, content provides a meaningful 

purpose to communicate via using language. A third rationale is that content increases 

motivation and interest and causes the reader to feel that it is worth learning since the 

language becomes a means to understand content. Fourth, it provides a base for specific 

genres and subject-area registers to enhance academic studies. Content area ESL has 

different names such as su~ject-related E'>L. ESL through su~jecı matter teaching, and 

content-based ESL (Snow, Met and Genesse, 1989). 

In this study, Hudson's (1991:78) content comprehension approach, rather than 

content-based, instruction is intended. This approach emphasises the comprehension of 

content, and in Hudson's words, "importance is placed on the activity through which 

the content is comprehended rather than on specific language, rhetorical patterns, or 

reading skills." 

ESP (English for Specijic Purposes): This is a branch of English Language 

Teaching (ELT) in which the professional needs of the learner are the primary factors in 

determining the course content and kind of English to be taught. lt is different from 

English for General Purposes where the aim is to "achieve a general level of 

proficiency" (Crystal, 1992: 123). ESP has several branches such as English for Science 

and Technolot,-ıy (EST), English for Business and Economics (EBE), English for Social 
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Sciences (ESS), ete., each of which may also have sub-divisions as English for 

Academic Purposes (EAP) or English for Occupational/Vocational Purposes 

(EOP/EVP). These sub-branches may have more subject specific fields such as English 

for Medical Studies, English for Technicians, English for Economics, ete. The general 

concems of ESP are that these courses are mainly for adults and at tertiary level, the 

learners' needs analysis is taken as the basis in course design, often a single skill which 

is mainly reading can be adopted in the whole programme or it is also possible to 

consider other communicative ski lls according to needs. The broader area of ESP is 

LSP (Lanf:,'llage(s) for Special or Specific Purposes) which is for people "who need a 

language or a variety of language to meet a predictable range of communicative needs 

"(Crystal, 1 992:217). 

Idea units: fdea units in a text can be determined through what Clark (1982) 

says: "where good readers would pause in oral reading" (Elmas, 1 992). Idea units 

might be defined as the smallest meaningful segments that contain a single 

propositional idea within a stretch of a sentence. In Heaton (1985), there is an 

example for a text 'chunked' by computer into idea units. (Figure courtesy of NJ 

Macdonald and LT Frase of Be ll Telephone Laboratories. ): 

The original text: 

A useful theory of design would combine general principles with specifıc task requirements. lt 
would also be explicit about the means of do ing this, that is, deseribe precisely how a particular design 
problem might be solved. Our current work on documentation problems contributes to a design theory of 
this type. The work is motivated by the following assumption. If we can tak e a text, create a multitude of 
rational design variations, evaluate them according to different text and reader skill assumptions and 
deliver up the best design option, then all ofthese activities together would constitute a workable theory of 
design. 

Chunked text: 

A useful theory of design 
would combine general principles 
with specific task requirements. 



lt would also be explicit about the means of doing this, 
that is, deseribe prccisely 
how a particular design problem might be solved. 
Our current work on documentation problems contributes 
to a design theory of this type. 
The work is motivated 
by the following assumption. 
If we can tak e a text, 

create a multitude of rational design variations, 
evaluate them according to different text 
and reader skill assumptions 
and deliver up the best design option, 
then all ofthese activities together 
would constitute a workable theory of design. 
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As can be seen in this example, content words such as useful, design, themy, general, 

principles have a direct ftmction in chunking the text, rather than grammatical words 

such as a, wauld, with, ete. Idea units are useful means to score students' recalls and 

retellings, either in Ll or in L2, of reading passages ( e.g. El mas, 1992; Carrell, 1 987). 

In this study, checklists of idea units are used in evaluating and scoring 

nuınerically students' written retellings or ınerely translations of what has been 

understood from the text in Ll. 
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APPENDICES 



APPENDIX A : Pilot study text and pre-test 

II LIFELINES: IMMUNIZATION 

Imınunization 

For as li u le as $5, a chil d can be fully immwzized 
againsı six of the ması comman and dangerous 
diseases of chi!dhood. Buı aı prescnt, evcn ıhough 
many coz11ıtrics have sıepped up 1hcir vaccinatio11 
coverage, fcwcr lhan 40% of the 100 million childre11 
bom each _year in the devcloping world are fully 
immwzized against all or most of ıhese diseases. Asa 
rcsult, alması 4 million children die and a similar 
nu m bcr are men ıally or physica lly d isa b le d e aciz year. 

Many devcloping counlries face serious supply 
problcms witlz immwıizaıion seı-uices. Tcclzııological 
dcvelopmcı!ls are hclping to oııercome same of ılıesc 
but nıanagcmcnı capaciıies necd furılzer sıreızglhcn
wg. 

Imnzunizaıion is as muclz a ques1ion of demand as 
supply. N.eccnt evalua1ions haı·e slzowıı 1haı coverage 
ra1cs could be doublcd and in maızy cases trebled if 
parenıs ıooh advanıage of existing immımization 
serviccs and if those bringing t/zeir clzildren for the 
first ııaccination wcrc alsa to retunz for 1lze second 
and third. 

Demand for immzmizatioız can be incrcascd in ıwo 
principal ·ways. Firsı, cmpowcring parenis wiıh 
infannation abouı immımiza1ion can incrcase ılıe 

disıance whiclz 1hcy are prepared to tra1..'Cl for 
immzmizaıion scnJiccs. Second, mahing services 
awıilable at more conveızicnı times, ciaser to people's 
homcs, can reduce the disıancc parenis need to ıravel 
for immımizaıioız. 

Thesc sıraıegics combincd would enable immwzi
zation 10 briızg abouı a reduelian of up 10 one-third in 
the ra le of deaılı and disabili1y among 1/zc develuping 
wor/J's children. 

The Six Diseases 
Each year almosl 4 million children in the devcloping world 
die and an equivalcnt number are mentally or plıysically 
disabled through six vacciııe-preventable diseascs: diphtlıc 
ria, pcrtussis (wlıoopiııg couglı), tclanus, ıııeaslcs, polio and 
tuberculosis. Fewer than 40% of iııfants in dcvcloping 
countrics are fıılly iınmııııized against all - or eve n most - of 
these discases. Furthcrınore, only about 13% of mothcrs are 
fully vaccinated with tetanus toxoid, which also protects the 
new-born against neonatal tetanııs - the main killer disease 
in the fırst ınontlı of life: 

rJ"Of every 1000 children born into the world, 5 wi\1 grow 
up crippled by polıomyelitis, 1 O die of rıeorıatill te tilnus, 20 die 
of whooping-cough , and 30 or more die of ıneasles or its 
coıııplicatiorıs . These diseases, along with diphtheria und 
tuberculosis, are the targets of the World Health Orgarıiza
tiorı's Exp<ındcd Progr<ımme on lmmunizatiorı (EP\), and 

betwecn a quarter anda third of the world's clııld ren are now 
protected againsl Jlıem. ·' 

"C>.p.ıllcfcd inırnunısatrorı", l.ancet. t:dıtl}u.-ıl. ;_J:J f dJrım r y 1 :JB5 

MEASLES 
[J"Witlıout irnınuııizatioıı, virluully 100% of tııe children in 

the devetoping world wi\1 coııtract measles bclweerı \he agcs 
of six months and three years - Jiıe youngesi inl;:ınts bcin9 
protected by rnaternal arıtibodies. The age at which a child 
bccomes inlected varies with social and ecorıorııic conditions: 
where there is overcrowdirıg and poor housing, th is may occur 
before one year of age: in belter conditioıos tlıe disease may 
not strike until sonıe time in tlıe second yea r or everı l<ıter . 
Complicalioııs occur in abouı 30% of all cases, the most 
iınportunt of which may Icad to prıeuıııoni;:ı, \)\iııdness and 
deafııess. These are rnore frequent uııc.J more severe in 
ınalnourished children who may h,ıve c;:ıse-f;:ıtalıty rntes ol 
1 0% or rnore . In llıe devetoping world, ıneasles is also il 
sigrıificant cause of malnutrition and dian lıoea. Overu\1, il is 
eslima\ed Jlıat soıne 3% of children in devetoping counlrics 
who ;:ıcquirc nıcasles w il\ die from it or from i ts corııplic;:ılions. · · 

H H rfenc.ferson. "Vaccırıc preverıtal.ıle dısı:.ı!;;e$ of chılcircn · 1/ıı.: 
prolJtem ··. in Prnreelıng tlıc world ·s clıı/drtJn ;:accınes and ınınıunı

ıation. Jıockefellet Foundation. 198·1. 

PERTUSSIS (WHOOPING COUGH) 
"Arı acute bacterial irıfectiorı alleeling Jlıe respiratory trucl. 

whooping couglı is very coııt<ıgious in the lirst week or two of 
infectiorı. Tlıe spasmodic couglıing or 'wlıooping' lh<ıt clıarac· 
terizes the disease is readily rccognizcd anel J.:ısts one to two 
rrıonths. Pertussis is most severe in clıilcJren u nder live months 
of age and ınay lead to deatlı through prıeurnonia or other 
corıditions. In very young children, tlıere is no clıaracteristic 
whoop so the disease may be difficult to recognize." 

lmnıunizatıorıs, World Federatıorı of Puf.Jiic 1-fealtlı As:;ocıatıorıs. 
1984. 

TETANUS 
O "Telanus is ca u sed Çıy a toxiıı of the teturıus bacillus <:ırıd 

causes painful muscular coııtractiorıs and gerıeralized spasms 
wiıich in severe cases nıay reach the larynx and respiratory 
system. The disease can occur at any ;ıge, but is poılicularly 
dcıngerous during the neoııat<ıl period. Neoııulill tctanus 
results from the contarnirıation of ttıe unıb i lical stuınp by 
uııslerile methods of cuttirıg the cord or by ilpplicution :o the 
stump of matter such as cow dung or mud. Tlıe irıfec\ed 
newborn will first be unuble to suck and theıı be urıuble to 
swullow or breathe. Soıne 85% of untreatecl cases die in tlıe 
first few weeks of life." 

/Vi. Hcnderson, "Vaccirıe orevcntalJie ı1;~e.1se:s of clı ılrJrcrı the 
prolJ/nm". in Protecımg the world ';; cl'ııldren · ~·.:; ccmes and ımmum
zatıon . nocketellcr Foundation. 1954 . 

POLIOMYELITIS 
Pofio is a viral dise<ıse spread by corıtact witlı objects. foocl. 

or water contanıiııated with excreta. In a smail nıinoıity of 
cases, polio Jeads to varying degrces of paralysis and, 
sometimes, death. The older the child at the time of infectiorı, 
tlıe more likely the irıfect iorı wi\1\ead to severe corısequerıccs. 
The use of polio vaccines in the last twenty yeurs in developed 
countrics has markedly reduced the ineidence of polio: 
however, its relative irıfrequerıcy has \ed to laxi\y and 
occasional outbreaks among the unimmurıized. 

Sıımmrırizod from · lrr.muni.zatrons. Work1 Fed-:!ra:ıon ot Pvtı!ıc 1 fcatth 
Associatıons, i 98 4. 

UNICEF -The State of the World's Children. Oxford: Oxford University Press 
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TUBERCULOSIS (TB) The Vaccines 

D "Tu bereulasis is most comman Iy a disease of .::dole
scents and adults. The total number of tuberculosis ce,:.ths in 
children under the age of five years is not kn0\\:1 with 
precision, but it is thought to be same 30,000 annua: ı! Two
tlıirds of these deaths are attributable to TB meni~,~i:is. to 
wh ich young children are particularly susceptible. Af:~ough 
the protective elfeel of immunization against TB i;ı older 
persons is presently an unresolved question , its effic,:cy in 
young children has not be en put in doubt.' · 

Vaccines differ according to schedules, number of doses, 
and the length of time and tempcrature at which they must 
be kc pt to rctain the ir potency (see tab le 5) : 

S CHE D ULES 
"lmmunization scheduling is afiected by two biomedical 

factors : the age at which the infant can devetop active 
antibodies and the number of vaccine doses v;hich must be 
given. lt is alsa greatly affected by the capabilities of the health 
delivery system. 

R.H. Hendcrson, "Vaccine prevlJnrable diseases of c:-3,:-=-t'rl n·:e 
problem". in Prot~cting the world·s children: vaccines .~ ..... ~ .r::l!:uni
zatiorı. Rockefett.:r Foundation. 1984 . 

DIPHTHERIA 

" ... The most critica! time in the life of an i nfanı occurs af ter 
the lass of maternal antibodies and belare the acquisition of 
natural immunity. If an immunization is given too soan, the 
infant will stili have passive immunity and will not devetop 
antibodies. If the immunization is delayed, the infant is 
vulnerable and may fall victim to disease. 

"A major child killer of the past in terrıperale countrics. the 
mortality and morbidity of diphtheria are the leJst well 
documented of the six diseasesin devetoping countries k1day. 
Although typically manifestcd <:ıs an acute infection of the 
throat, diphthcri;:ı ccın affect the heart or brain of infa rıts and 
young children. ·' 

" The productivity or coverage capability of a mobile team or 
an outreach unit of a health center depends upon how soan 
the unit nıust return to its starting point to begin a second, 
third, or fourth cycle of immunizations to follow up immuniza
tion of children and nıothers reached during the previous 
rounds. 

tmmunizJticns. ~Vor!d Fedcrarion ol Public Hccıt:h A::....:.\: : .ı:J..:v~s. 
1984 . 

"In a fixed facility where immunizations are given on a 
frequent and regular basis, a short immunization cycle is 

Table 5: Vaccines - number and timing of doscs, administration method, and stability 

Vaccine 

fvleasles 

BCG 

DPT 

Oral polio 

lnactivated polio 

Tetanus toxoid 

Number 
of doses 

3 

3 

2 

2 

Timing of doses 

From 9 months where meosles remains a problem 
for infants; from 12-1 5 nıonths elsewhere. 

From birth. 

From 6 weeks of age, at intervals of 4 weeks. Two 
doses may suffıce if a higlı potency vaccine is given 
at 4-6 month intervals. Nı additicnal dose is 
frequently given during the second year of life. 

Frorn 6 weeks of age, at intervals of 4 weeks. Nı 
additicnal dose is frequently given during the 
second year of life. The impacı of immunizcıtion at 
birth needs further evaluation. 

From 3 months of age, at intervals of 4--D months. 
The efft:ets of a single dose, an earlier starting age 
and shorter intervals between doses are being 
evaluated. 

For use in prevention of nwnatal tetanu~; fırSt dcise 
at fırst contact with susceptible woman, second 
dose 4 weeks fater. In previously immunized 
women, 1 additicnal dose during pregnancy is · 
suffıcient. 

Route of 
administration 

Stability at 3JOC 
(freeze dried} 

Subcutaneous Approximately 1 week 
injectior'ı 

Iniradermal injection Approximately 1 week 

lntramuscular 
injection 

Oral 

Subcutaneous 
injection. tvıay be 
combined with DPT 

lntramuscular 
injection 

Approximately 1 v1eek 

/ı.pproximately 1 day 

Approximately 1 week 

Approximately 
2 months 

Note: Freeze dried measles vaccines which remain stablc for 
3-4 weeks at 3rC are now available but are not yct in 
widespread use. 

possible. ldeally, children shoi,Jid be imnıunized as soan as 
they atta in the minimum· ciges {see'table 5) and should receive 
successive dosesat the inter11als shown . However. delays will 
be inevitable if immunizations cannot be made available on at 
least a monthly basis, and planners wi ll need to use schedules 
which best meet their own circumstances. 

"Jmmunization of women of childbearing age is an eirective 
measure in controlling neonatal tet ::;nus. In areas where most 
pregnant women seek prenatal care early enough to be given 
two doses of tetanus toxoid, these should be spaced at le ası 
four weeks apart, with the second dose at least two wceks 
before del ivery. A third dose should be given at the next 
pregnancy, and any children born during the foll01·;ing fi ve 
years will be protccted." 

lmmuniza rions. ı·Vorfd Ft!d-=ration ot F't:biic Hc:ilrh / ... ssoc;Jtıons. 
198 ·1. 



ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS ACCORDıNG TO THE TEXT 

A- Choose the best answer: 

( 1) Which of the following is not a complication of measles? 

(a) pneumonia (b) blindness (c) diarrhoea 

(2) Pertussis is an infection which affects 

(a) the digestive tract 

(c) the respiratory tract 

B- Complete these sentences: 

(b) the urinary tract 

(d) the brain 

(1) Tetanus is particularly serious during the _______ period. 

(d) paralysis 

(2) Tuberculosis is most commonly a disease of and -----

(3) Diphtheria is mostly seenin countries. 

( 4) Po li o is a viral disease caused by contamination with ______ _ 

C- Match the following: 

(1) Measles 

(2) BCG 

(3) DPT 

(4)Polio 

D- Answer these questions: 

(a) oral 

(b) subcutaneous 

(c) intradermal 

(d) intramuscular 
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( 1) How many children in the developing countries are fully immunised against the six 

common diseases ? ----------- - - ----------- -
(2) How many children die each year from these diseases? ___ ______ _ 

(3) When is the most critica! time for iınmunity? _ ____________ _ 

F- Find the synonyms ofthese words: 

(1) neonatal: 

(2) vaccination: 

(3) very young child: 

( 4) frequence: 
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APPENDIX B: Word c lassifi cation grid 

Classify the words in the text as following: 

teclınical subteclıııical I don 't know 



APPENDIX C: Text 1/ Test 1 

, ... 

t~O~ii iv aj=,iS'iii.i. NOSf DROPS 

EHec!ivdy adıninister nasal mcclicatlons 
io ptıtients with nasal congesiion or 
inflammali on. 

~~~T~ -~\ . . ...i/'- - . . , 

$ Don't touch the dropper to the nostril's mucous mem
bra.nes; otherwise, the dropper would become contami
rı:.Hed or the patient cvuJd sneeze . 
.., Don't kı the patient blow her nose for several minules 
aftcr you adıninister tiıe drops. If she does, she may expel 
the medication. 

"Don't squirt any medication remaining in the dropper 
bad: into the bottle. 

DO 
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-'.1 

r -- - ·- - - - ------·-- · - ·-- ---- 4 - ·- ··-

..t. Turn her head to the side if you v.-ant them to reach tlı~ 
maxillary and frorrtai sinuscs. 

~ Bcfore irıstilling the drops, ask the patienr to blow her 
nos-: to rl.:ar her rıa.s<ıl passages. . ı 
!- ------. .. 

ı 
--- - ~ 

~~~~JM~i 
~ .r ~ t ------------ ,7" / . . fl ~ . "'•~. 

ıt ,·;':-~1~~; T T~ ~' ~~ j 
j . 1"' . ·';. : Jf'ı , *ı~~· t,;~~z=j ~, . . ~,.:;- (~ .. - ~ -~~ \' / --- _ .. •,.; ı .!.\,·'"-'-=' -:---~'/'-"'---~ ı:;.-u":w-~__.. · · ·· · 1 <J ""'·-:-.... .... . ~!""'.,.....,.. 

~~~~;·. ~ Correct;:-os~:~"'"""''~l~ 
-,...'::---..._'-.-· __ ,;ş;:; -- .. ;. H . 

·:---<::-_, . -- / ·- -~- ~ ı J 

i;y;,.;.r,.r_:.,~~=-:.-,.,. ı /·~ 

ry:}~q;:~:ı:;~~;~-~J});:) 
ı ...... i/,' -~·-,,~,.-~:~it:? ~l 

'v~\~- (!"'r?;~;~;:t~~ 
11-"- ·'"" \' .,r,• p~ .,~ypy~.-:,, -.--="-·-· '-· ~ 
~~~:~~=;2~'/: __ . 
~- ~~ ~ i ·-C-~(_ Spheno;ci-:' ;in~:s 

~~~6l?f•r. {'('v 
·~ '-:;~~l~ -- ., 

'' ·'· -~ ~''';\'·~-j:._~ ':.;.0:· '. 
''" · \~~~'~'i}~ · -··, ı 

, --~·r·. '-:';~·~N~~ 
\;·~~ \"-\ . 

~n~~~\- 'i 1 \ \\-....' 
; ... · .. L_'I~ -·-: ~ ·· - --~~~----:~- . -~ -~._;:ı·-=~=-~ ·_=-;-:::_:=.--:_· _ _; 
~ ~.:.·.) adml:!lSt!:.~ u.-~.vp.> c.O relıe·e r ............. uıa..ı) ~'~'ü..i \,. ... 'h.OVu, 

ı place her in a semire~lining positiorr with ;-;;:.,· ~::-..::~ :::r~~ 
toward the affectcd sıde. Press yDur 1hurnb agaı ns, ılı~ LIP 
of her nose to ele·.-aıe the nares; ask her to bre2.I~::: 
through her mouth. Holding the dropper jus: 300\'e th-.: 
nostril, direct the tip toward the midline of th~ nosc. 
Don't po i m it toward the basc of the nasal ca\·it y - th:: 
drops might run down the eust3chian rube. 
o Insert the dropper about 3/s inch into the nos~ril and in -
stili the preseribed number of drops. _ 

L_ _ _ __ _ 
- - - -- ----- --- _____ __J 

• Tell·the patient to remain stili for several minutc~ with 
her head tilted. back, so the solution will reach the emi re 
nasal sur far..~ ane wor.'t Ice. !c C:l!! ':)~ the :.c. -<r:!~ . }:_;;;:>;-. ;:;:-, 

ernesis baslft·· ··f,~,Ki\· cr::d , ... :~ ;~r:!· ~c ei..r::L.L\Jrjt-2 ... :~·.- :!!·.;~; . 
cation thap~ns i;to the oropharynx ~nd mou:h . . 

-,_ :-::~;:: ııer i::: s~ ~-:~r ~:,•ek . T:;.'-. jL:s .-. pillow under her 
shoulders so that her head fal!s over the edge of the pillow. 
If you wanr the drops to reach the ethmoidal and sphenoi
d;ı! sinuses, place her head in :ı midline position . 

o Wipe excess medication from her nostrils and face with 
a tissue. 

Edwinc A. f.-~Con:ıe!!, R~~- ?hD, out!--ıcr of Gi;;~ol Dc's and Don'ts, is c:ı ir:deperıder.t nurse-con.s<.Ji':::r.t in M.oCison, \V;s. 

:\URSISG'l3, JULY 
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A. Select the correct answer which is most accurate according to the information given in the 
passage. 

1- N asal drops are commonly used for 
a ) viral infections 
b ) nasal bleeding 
c ) inftammation 
d ) fungal infections 

2- To make the patient's head fall fully back what do you do? 
a) You ask her to tilt her head back. 
b ) You ask her to li e çiown on her s ide. 
c ) You just ask her to li e down and tilt her head back. 
d ) You ask her to li e on her back supporting her shoulders with a pillow. 

3- Choose the correct sentence. 
a) After adınİnistering the drop, ask the patient to blow her nose. 
b) Don't touch the dropper to the patient's nose. 
c ) Put back the rest of the medicine int o the bottle. 
d ) Push the dropper about 6/8 inch into the nose. 

4- Which of the following steps com es first ? 
a) The patient lies down. 
b ) The nurse gives the correct position. 
c ) The patient blows her nose. 
d ) The nurse applies the instillation. 

S- Which is the conect position of instilling the drops to the frontal sinuses ? 
a ) Patient lying, head back and turned towards a side. 
b) Patient sitting, head back and tilted towards the instillation side. 
c ) Patient lying, head back, in a straight position. 
d ) Patient sitting, head back, breatlıing through her mouth. 

6- For which of the following places or conditions do you ask the patient not to lie down? 
a ) sphenoidal sinuses 
b ) maxillary sinuses 
c ) nasal congestion 
d ) ethmoidal sinuses 



B- Answer the following questions. 

1- What is the text about in general ? 

2- Which patients usually need nose drops ? 
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3- Why is itimportant not to touch the dropper to the nostrils mucous membranes? 

4- What do you first ask to the patient before administering the drops ? 

5- After instillation what do you teli the patient not to do ? 

6- Why must the patient wait for a short time before standing up? 

7- Why is it necessary to keep an em esis basin ne ar by ? 

8- What do you do the medication left in the dropper ? 
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C. In Turkish, write everything you understand from the text. 



APPENDIX D: Idea Units in Text 1 

CLINICAL DO' S AND DON'TS 

1. HOW TO INSTIL NOSE DROPS 

2. Effectively adıninister nasal medications 

3. to patients with nasal congestion 

4. or intlammation. 

5. DON'T 

6. Don't touch the dropper to the nostril's mucous ıneınbranes 

7. otherwise the dropper would become contaıninated 

8. or the patient could sneeze. 

9. Don ' t let the patient blow her nose 

10. for several minutes 

1 1. after you adıninister the drops. 

12. If she does, she may expel the medication. 

13 . Don 't squirt any medication remaining in the dropper 

14. back into the bottle. 

15 . DO 

16. Before instilling the drops, 

17. ask the patient to blow her nose 

18. to clear her nasal passages. 

19. Help her he on her back. 

20. Then place a pillow under her shoulders 

2 1 . so that her head falls 

22. over the edge of the pillow. 

23. If you want the drops to reach 

24. the ethmoidal 

25. or sphenoidal sinuses 

26. place herina midline position. 

27. Turn her head to the side 

28. if you want them to reach the ınaxillary 

29. and frontal sinuses. 

ı o ı 
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30. To adıninister drops to relieve ordinary nasal congestion, 

31. place herina semireclining position 

32. with her head tilted towards the affected side. 

33. Press your thwnb 

34. against the tip of her nose 

35. to elevate the nares; 

36. ask her to breathe 

37. through her mouth. 

38. Holding the dropper just above the nostril 

39. direct the tip 

40. toward the midline of the nose. 

41. Don't point it toward the base 

42. of the nasal cavity-

43. the drops might run down the Eustachian tube. 

44. In sert the dropper 

45. about 3/.ı inch 

46. into the nostril 

4 7. and instil the preseribed number of drops. 

48. Teli the patient to remain still for several minutes, 

49. with her head tilted back. 

NUMBER OF UNITS: 49 



APPENDIX E: Text 21 Test 2 

~~ ·tt_~ lll·s· c···rr· ; ~. · . . 

·ydatidosis or eclıinococcosis resultsfrom tlıe development 
t' the cystic in termediate st age oj tlıe tapeıvorm Eclıinococ
ts g ra nliiiiSliS i n an an i Illa/ 's ı• il al orga 11.~ . In 1 he i ntı:st i ne of a 
1g , suc/ı asa s lı cep dog, as 1/1(11/)' as 1, 000 nıaturc tap c wornıs 
tn be rccuı•ercrl. 

Eaclı \\'Or m is cupah/c ofproducing 500 viable eggs a 111011 tlı 

Man kilis 

A CCI DENTAL 

Man 
Pa ts h. 

IS dog 

10% B ra in 
Picks up ova 
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~ by Neville Bai!ey, MD, MSc, 
P DPH, N!FCM 

- gra~ing anima/s have no dif(iclllly C0/1.\WIIing food 
contanıinated in tlıis ll'ay. Alannwyalso takcin infcctiveeggs 
and dcı•c/op lıydatid disease. 

Tlı is disease is fireva/en 1 in so me slıeep fanning are as and is 
not ea.1y to dia.r;nose, except by luboratory tesis . lt is Jlreı•en
tablc if tlıc corrcct measllrcs are enjorced. 

Contains hydatid cysts 
in its viscera 

ı. 

. ____ _j 
Dog cicvclops 
worm in gut. 
[xcretcs ovJ 
vicı facccs 

Nursing Mirror, May 13, 1981 

·------·-···-··--- -------------··-- --------. --- ------··--·-·----- . -·- .. ·-··----·----·-- --····-·· -- ·-- ··-·- ····--····-------·-·- ··· -- --·-- ---- - --·- ------·- ----- · - -. ·-------- ------ --
i< ı ı: · .: :~ · · .', i ı ·!, ·r. ' · 1: ,.., ı 1 ı · : - : 1 



f0[ -~"'1:".( YDATIDOSIS isa disc~ısc of 

~~.1:-\1 ccrtain wild, donıcsticatecl or 
·~ . . ı ı . ı ı. Jt: · larııı anınıa s. l ısa so ,;,nowıı 

as cchinococcosis, anel results from the 
ckvclopment within an animal's vital 
organs of the eystic interınediate stage 
of the tapcwornı Echinococcus 
~:runulosus, the adult or ma turc form oJ' 
whi clı is fo uııd as a syınptoııılcss in
fe-station iıı the intcstine of clogs, foxcs 
and certain other carııivorous aniıııals. 
/\lthouglı tlıe rnaturc tapcworm in tlıc 
intcstiııe of a dog does not grow lO nıore 
th;ın one i nch long, as ıııany as 1,000 
ıııaturc lapeworms lıave bcen found in 
one dog. lt is ııot unusual to !'inci half 
tlıis ııuııılıer or adult worıııs in dogs iıı 

ccrtain shcep-farıning areas of the 
United Kingdom witlı up to half of the 
do gs cxamined at any one time lıarbour
iııg this tapeworın. As cach individual 
tapeworın in an infested clog procluccs 
up to 500 viablc eggs caeh ınomh, the 
mımbcr of tapeworm eggs exereteel in 
the faeces of an ııntreated c!og can be 
astronoınical! lt is thercfore hardly sur
prising that grazing aniınals have little 
dirficulty in consuıning food eon-
taminated with Echinococcus cggs, · 

Echinococcus eggs hatch as soon as 
they are swallowed. They thcn rclcase 
larva! forıns wlıich burrow through the 
wall of the intesrine to enter the pOl'tal 
venous circulation where the)' are 
transporteel to the li ver. Most of the b.r
vae stay in the capillary network within 
tlıe liver and dcvclop into cysts. Bııt 
so mc larvae manage to pass tlıro~ıgh the 
livcr and enter the pulınonary circı:lq 

tion where they may cause cy~t~ iii lhe 
luııgs, or iııto tlıc general arte:ri,ll cir
culation. From ılıere they can setıle i!1. 

any organ of the body, inciueling the 
brain . 

Oncc they have scttlcd out of tlıe cir
etılation the larv::ıc dcvclop into nuid
fillccl cysts which ıııay, ovc•i· a number of 
years, grow to tlıe si/C Of '~ large 
grapcfruit causiııg obviotıs sympit:!~~~ 
bccause of pressure oıı ncigi!IJ~ııriııg 
organs. At this sıage a cyst .çq:;ı~ıiııs 

large numbers of iııfcctive .~~:ilii!Cts 
whiclı can clcvelop into furtlıcr ;1dlilt 
tapewornıs if ingested by ::ı dog or lllher 
carııi\'Orous aniıııal, tlıııs coıııpletiııg 
tlıe parasi<c's lik-cycle. rvıost adult 
slıccp rearcd on soıııc farnıs , aııd a large 
proportion or adult c::ttk· iıı iııfccıcd 
:ırcas, ııı:\y lıa\'c lıyd:ııicl cysıs. 

Maıı's susceptilıility 

l.iıı ;·,ır ı ııııatcly, ıııaıı is al~tı ~usccp

tilıic tn ılıc·dn· cl\ıpıııcııt \ırlıyd:ıtidcy~ıs 
i i' iıı t'•:..: 1 i \'l' c·~:!~~~~ 1\' i 1 ı gesi cd, aııJ J'C<>pk 

Tlıe uut /z,'JJ' is arcu llledical <~1./in•r, 
/ '(JiıTs l!cuitl: / \ut/J()rity. 

of :ıli agcs ıııay lıave lıydalid disease. As 
it is not a not i riablc disease tlıe tr u e in
ciclencc of ı lı c disease in ınan is not 
known. Dut it isa .ca use of c! cep eoııccrn 
and considerable ınorbiclity to peoplc 
living in some slıeep-rcaring arcas. 

Witlıin Briıain, the human disease is 
particularly prcvalent in tlıe shecp
farıning arcas or central \\'alcs, the 
lıiglılancls anel islaııds of Scotland and in 
parıs of Ireland. 

i\ survey int o tlıe ineidence of lnıman 
lıyclaticlosis was carricd out in an 
isolated valley in tlıc lıcartlancl of Wales 
in 1976. or the 147 pcoplc examined, 
three lıacllıad tlıe disease diagnosed anel 
treatecl during tlıe prcvious two years. 
Mor e recently, fivc membcrs of a family 
of cight !iv ing on one farın in an adjoin 
ing vallcy, have b cc n fouııd to have 
hydatid disease. 

Difficult diagnosis 
Hyclatid disease is not easy to 

cliagnose as syrnptoms may vary widely, 
depeneling on which organs tlıe eysts are 
in.' Doctors in areas where the disease is 
most commonly founclusually try to ex
cluclc the prcsencc of lıyc!atid cysts 
whcncver a firm diagnosis of an alter
native condition cannot be ınade. For
tunately, a ;~uınber of laboratory tes ts 
are now available which, if positive, 
suggesl the prcsencc of hydatid cysts. A 
smail serum saınple has to be scnl to the 
Central Public Health Laboratory at 
Colindalc in north London . A simplc 
skin test, tlıc Casoni test, is also 
available as a screening procedure. Dut 
the antigen neecled for this test is no 
langer available in this country and can 
only be iıııportec! froın West Gcrınany 
unctu Q[)ecial Iicence. 

Wheı~ever a presumpt;vc J;agnos!s of 
lıydaticl disease has becn madc, cletailcd 
furthcr invcstigations · are nceclcd to 
iclentify the organ or organs in whiclı 

cysts ıııay be located . They include 
X-ray and ultrasound cxaminations of 
ilıe lungs and abdoıncn. 

No medical treatment 
Al prescnl llıere is no satisfactory 

j;-;~(!!t:!l ı.rraııncııt for lı!!P1:tll ~~~·~!;;tit: 

disease; all patienl~ neccl major surgery. 
Opcrations ınay be nccclcd on several 
org;ıııs as multiple cysts are oftcn 
cliscnvcrcd. ı:or esaınplc, one clıild 

rcccıııly lıad :ıs ııı;ı:ıy as 15 cysts re~ 

ıııt'ıvcd J'roııı site~ iıı bcıtlı luııgs anti iıı 
ılı c li\'er. 

Tlıc lıııııı:ııı di~e:ısc ıııay be prcventecl 
if sırict lıygicr': c is ob\crved . Bııt tlıi:; is 
Lı ı· l'i'llıtı c;ısy 11 · !ıvrc·) llllllg children :ı re 
cnıh:crııcd ··· or w it lı pcoplc \\'lıosc work 
hrin:": ılı ,.: ııı iııın chı~c coııt:ıct 11·itlı iıı 

k,·t,·cl d, ı; ·. ~. F::: ;ııiııg cn::ı:ııııııi:i,·~. 
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lıowcvcr, can aclopl soıııc ııı..:;ı~urc~ 

wlıiclı can clranıaticılly reducc tlıc iıı
cidence or the disease in doıııc~tic aııd 
rarııı aııiıııab, tlıus redueiııg ılıc· 
likelilıoocl of ınan acquiriııg tlıc di~ca>c. 
Thesc iııeludc: 
lti burying all eleaci slıeep aııd otlıcr 
farııı aninıals, or using a rcgistcrcd 
knackcr; 
$ f ecding only cookeel nıeaı :ın d oHal 
to all dogs; 
o regular worıııiııg of all clogs wiılı aıı 
antlıclmintlıic active against all sı age~ of 
Echinococcus granufusus. 

Experience iıı other couııırie~ lıas 
slıowıı it is pos;iblc, wiılı Govcrıınıcııt 
acı i on and pu bii c sııpport, effectivcly to 
control the presence of Eclıinococcus 
tapcwornı aııd cysts in doıııcstic and 
farnı animals and cııorınously rcduce 
the likclihood of human infcc.tioıı. 

\V lı ilc pu bl i c awarcness and pcrsua
sion can aelıi.;ve ınuclı, no n:ally effec
tivc centrally organised canıpaign Iıas 
cvcr bcen nıouııted in tlıc United 
Kingdoın. I hopc it nıay be possiblc to 
pcrsuade ılıc Wclslı Office lo ınount a 
lıydatidosis cradicatioıı canıpaign in 
central Wales as a pilot for an excrcisı: 
that could latcr be cxtcnded tlırouglıout 
the counıry. 1 find it difficultto believe 
that a ~6ciety whiclı has successfully 
cradicated bovinc tuberculosis as a 
eause of human infection, and wlıiclı is 
well on ·ı he w ay to craclicating 
bruccllosis, will experience aııy rcal dif
ficulty in clinıinatiııg lıydatid disease 
from !!ll: !Jritish lsles O 

Acknowledgnwnt 
To Mr G. C. Lcnnox, an:a plwr
macelltit.'(l{ ojficer, Wcst Glal/Iorgan 
Nca!!/~ Autlıority . 
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A. Choose the correct answers. 

ı. Hydatidosis is not a disease of 
a ) dogs b ) foxes c) cats d) sheep 

2. How many tapeworrns can be produced by a single worrn ? 
a) ı 000 b ) 500 c) 3000 d) 800 

3. Which of the following organsis ınostly affected by hydatidosis? 
a) the li ver b) the brain c) the lungs d ) the stomach 

4. Hydatidosis can not be diagnosed by 
a) ultrasound b) X-ray c ) PPD skin test d ) investigating the seıuın saınple 

5. The comınon treatment of this disease is 
a ) using anthelmintic medicine 
b ) symptomatic treatment 
c) surgeı-y 
d ) applying hygienic ıules 

6 .Which of the following comes first? 
a) the larvae settle in the liver 
b ) the larvae enter the porta! circulation through the iııtestines 
c ) the larvae develop into cysts 
d ) the larvae are carried to the lungs by the pulmonary circulation 
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B. Answer the following questions . 

ı. Write the names of the animals which are mostly affected by hydatid disease. 

2. \Vhat organs are priınarily infected by this parasite ? 

3. \Vhich age groups of human beings ınay become infected by Echinococcus granulosus? 

4. \Vhich test is used to diagnose this disease ? 

5. What are the other ways to confiııu this diagnosis? 

6. How is hydatid disease treated ? 

7. Do es this disease ca use any symptoms ? If it do es , when do the symptoms start ? 

8. How many eggs does a woııu produce noııually at a time ? 

9. What precautions can be taken toprevent people from becoming infected? 

ı O. How many wom1s can be found in an infected aniınal ? 
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C. In Turkish, write everything you understand from the text. 



APPENDIX F: Idea Units in Text 2 

(PICTURE AND COVER PAGE) 

HYDATID DISEASE 

A VICIOUS CYCLE 

1. Hydatidosis or echinococcosis 

2. results from the development 

3. of the cystic intermediate stage 

4. of the tapeworm Echinococcosus f:,Tfanulosus 

5. in an animal ' s vital organs. 

6. In the intestine of a dog, 

7. such as a sheep dog. 

8. as many as ı ,000 mature tapeworrns can be recovered. 

9. Each worm is capable ofproducing 

10. 500 viable eggs 

11 . a month 

ı2. -grazing animals 

13. have no difficulty consuming food 

ı4. contaminated in this way. 

15. Man may also take in infective eggs and develop hydatid disease. 

ı6. This disease is prevalent in some sheep farming areas 

17. and is not easy to diagnose. 

ı 8. except by laboratory tests. 

ı 9. lt i s prevented 

20. if the correct measures are enforced. (picture) 

21. Man kilis - sheep-

22. Contains hydatid cysts in its viscera 

23 . Man feeds his dog with viscera 

24. Ova on coat 

25. Dog develops worrn in gut. 

26. Excretes ova via faeces 

27. ACCIDENTAL 
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28. Man paths his dog 

29. Picks up ova 

30. %10 brain 

31. Develops hydatid cysts 

32.% 20 lungs 

33. % 70 liver 

(TEXT) 

1. Hydatidosis is a disease of certain wild 

2. domesticated or 

3. farm animals. 

4. lt is also known as echinococcosis. 

5. and results from the development within an animal's vital organs (unit 2 in picture) 

6. ofthe cystic intermediate stage, (u. 3 i. p.) 

7. ofthe tapewonn echinococcus granulosus, (u. 4 i. p.) 

8. the adult or mature fonn 

9. which is found as symptomless infestation 

1 O. in the intestines of 

11. dogs, (u. 6.) 

12. foxes, 

13. and certain other camivorous animals. 

14. Although the mature tapewonn in the intestine of a dog 

15. does not grow more than 

16. one inch Jong, 

17. as manyas 1,000 mature tapeworms have been found in one dog. (u.8) 

18. It is not unusual to find half this number of adult tapewonns in do gs 

19. in certain sheep-farming areas 

20. of the United Kingdem 

21. with up to half of the do gs examined 

22. at one time harboming this tapeworm. 

23. As each individual tapewonn in an infected dog (u. 9) 

24. produces up to 500 viable eggs (u. I O) 
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2S . each ınonth, (u. ll) 

26. the number oftapeworın eggs excreted in faeces (u. 26) 

27. of an untreated dog 

28. can be astronoınical! 

29. lt is therefore hardly surprising that grazing animals (u. 12) 

30. have little difficulty in consuming food (u. 13) 

31. contaminated with Echinococcus eggs. (u. 14) 

32. Echinococcus eggs hatch 

33. as soon as they are swallowed. 

34. They then release larval forıns 

3S. which burrow 

36. through the wall ofthe intestine 

37. to enter the porta) venous circulation 

38. where they are transported to the liver. 

39. Most of the larvae stay in the capillary network 

40. within the liver 

4 1. and enter the pulmonary circulation . 

42. where they may cause cysts in the lungs., 

43 . or into the general arterial circulation. 

44. From therethey can settle in any organ of the body, 

4S. including the brain. 

46. On ce they have settled out of the circulation 

47. the larvae develop into fluid filled cysts 

48. which may, over a number of years, 

49. grow to the size of a large grapefruit 

SO. causing obvious symptoms 

S 1. Because of pressure on neighbouring organs. 

S2. At this stage a cyst contains a large number of infective scolicses 

S2. which can develop into further adult tapewonns 

54. if ingested by a dog or other camivorous animals, 

S5 . thus competing the parasite's life-cycle. 

56. Most adult sheep reared on some farms, 

ll o 
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57. and large proportion of adult cattle 

58. in infected areas may have hydatid cysts. 

59. MAN'S SUSCEPTIBIUTY 

60. Unfortunately, man is also susceptible to the development ofhydatid cysts (u. 15) 

61 . if infective cysts are ingested, 

62. and people of all ages may have hydatid disease. 

63. As it is not a notifiable disease 

64. the true ineidence of the disease in man is not known. 

65. But it isa cause of deep concem 

66. and considerable morbidity of people living in sheep-rearing areas. 

67. Within Britain 

68. the human disease is particularly prevalent in sheep-farming areas (u. 16) 

69. of central Wales, 

70. the highlands of Scotland 

71. and in parts ofireland. 

72. A survey in to the ineidence of human hydatidosis was carried out 

73. in an isolated valley 

74. in the heartland of Wales 

75. in 1976. 

77. Of the 147 people examined 

77. three had the disease diagnosed and treated 

78. during the previous two years. 

79. More recently, five members of a family 

80. of eight 

81. living on one farm 

82. in an adjoining valley 

83. have been found to have hydatid disease. 

84. DIFFICULT 

85. DIAGNOSIS (u. 17.) 

86. Hydatid disease is not easy to diagnose 

87. as symptoms vary widely, 

88. depending on which organs the cysts are in. 



89. Doctors in areas 

90. where the disease is most commonly found 

91. usually try to exeJude the presence ofhydatid cysts 

92. whenever a finn diagnosis of an alternative condition cannot be ınade. 

93. Fortunate1y, a number of laboratory tests are now available (u. 18) 

94. which, if positive, 

95. suggest the presence ofhydatid cysts. 

96. A smail serum sample has to be sent 

97. to the central Public Health Laboratory 

98. at Colindale in north London. 

99. A simple skin test, 

100. the Casoni test, 

1 O 1. is al so available as a screening procedure. 

102. But the antigen needed for this test 

103 . is no longer available in this country 

104. and can only be iınported from West Germany 

105. u nder special licence. 

106. Whenever a presumptive diagnosis ofhydatid disease has been made, 

107. detailed further investigations are needed 

108. to identify the organ or organs 

109. in which the cysts may be located. 

11 O. They include x-ray 

111. and ultrasound examinations 

112. of the lungs and abdomen. 

113. NO 

114. MEDICAL TREATMENT 

115 . At present there is no satisfactory medical treatment for human hydatid disease; 

116. all patients need major surgery. 

11 7. Operations may be needed on several organs 

118. as multiple cysts are often discovered. 

119. For example, one child recently 

120. had as many as 15 ey s ts removed 
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121. from sitesin both lungs 

122. and in the liver. 

123 . The human disease may be prevented (u. 19) 

124. if strict hygiene is observed. (u. 20) 

125. But this is far from easy 

126. where young children are concerned-

127. or with people whose work brings them into close contact 

128. with infected dogs. 

129. Fanning communities, however, 

130. can adopt some measures 

131. which can dramatically reduce 

132. the ineidence of the disease 

133. in domesticated 

134. and farm animals, 

135. thus reducing the likelihood of man acquiring the disease. 

136. These include: - burying all dead sheep 

137. and other fann animals, 

138. or using a registered knacker; 

139.- feeding only cooked meat 

140. and offal to all dogs; 

141. - regular wonning 

142. of all dogs 

143. with an anthelmintic active 

144. against all stages ofEchinococcosus granulosus. 

NUMBER OF UNlTS: 1 58 
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APPENDIX G: Text 3/ Test 3 

·rhc rı rcr;i!ıı~ı:s cıJn >i> : of · \- : dıı:all ı :, u"' ' . : ' ' "l~ il!(' 
hr;ıilı ;ııırl 'ı:irı;ıl corrl: !he p i ;ı , ;ır;ıclırır.ıid . ır ıı. l ılur.ı 

nı<ıter. /'v\cningitis (i1ıflanınıatioıı of the nıcrıiııgesı 

is the most comnıon Jnd import a ııt cJise;ıse ,ıltcct

ing tlıe nıcniııgc s. The inicction m,ıy be bloocl 
borııc or irorn loc;ıl sprcacl . 

3. Vir,ı! nıcningitis. This is usu,ılly less scvcrc, 
Jncl nı,ıy occ ur in cpidcmics. 

Di.ıgnusis u( meningilis 

To contirnı the diagnosis, J 'lumb.ır ıJuncturc ' will 
Syrnptorns anel si~-;ns ~ 

··, ' be done. Here a nceelle wilh J >tilclte is in se~tcd , 

The conınımıcst'l!eJturcs Jre he<ıd,ıchc, ıı cck stili- uncfcr the strictcst aseptic tcchniquc, betwecn the 
ncs:, and clouclir.)g ot coıısciousness. third and iourth or fou rth Jnd fifth lumbJr ver-

ı. Onsct. This is in most cases quick (hours or tebrae. pdssing the dura matcr Jnd into the sub-
cl;J'.fS) with the cxccption of the tubcrculous type. Jrachnoid space . On withdrJwing the stilette the 
The pa(ient is severely ili, with tever. cerebrospinal iluid (CSFi flovvs through the needle. 

2. f-·!eJdJchc. This is const.ınt and persistent. lt Norr.ı ,:!l CSF com es out clrop by drop at a certJin 
cornes on early and is ;:ıssociatcd with vorniting. prcssure (whiciı can be meJsured by a spcciJ I 

3. Al te red consciousness. The patie 1ıt is drowsv rrıa n onıeter ) and, most importan tly, is always crvs-
- - <ırıd - irı:itable, dr-ıd·•)tten -delirious,-- He re ~e nts being---. tJ I clear. 

touched or disturbed. lıı rrıeningit i s . the CSF is cloudy and spurts out 
-ı. Neck rigidity. There is a markeel stiiiness of uncler high pressure, anel irı pyoge1ıic rrıeningitis it 

thtö neck. The pJtient !ies in a cha rJcteristic atti - may be trankly purulent. By exanı iııing the flu id in 
tude, curled up irı bed and turned away from the the !;:ıborJtory and culturiııg the orgarıism, the ex-
li\;ht, as photophobia !dislike of lightl is preseııt. act t•:pe of meningilis can be ascertaiııed: this 

5. Convul-;ion-; or fi ts. Tilesc are commıJn, es pe- procedu re is particulariy iııı portJrıt to d i<ıgnose an 
ci,·d!y in iniants . eark case or tuberculous mcııi1ıgitis. 

G. Ker:ıi:;'s sign. This 11 the resi s taııcc mct \':ith 
oıı Jttenıpting to straighten the fle.\ccl (bendedı 

!-:nce. as this mavement strctches the intlanıeel 

nıcııiııgcs-cau~;ing paiıı. 

Types of nıeningitis 

·ı. Pyogcnic meningitis . r'vl eningococcal 
mer:iıı g!tis is by far the most coınmoıı torın in the 
atiult, Jııcl o fte1ı occurs i1ı epidemics. HJemopfıi

lus intluenz.;;.e aııcl E. co/i are sornetimes respoıı 

Sible irı childhood : the onset and cou rse may be 
p,:rticul.:ır:~; ı~ıpid in childrerı. In streptococcal ;:ınd 
StJi::hylococcal nıeningitis thcre may be evielence 
of i;•ı'cctiun in the ea r (otitis rrıeckı l, mastoid or 
othe: s :ııuses (sinusitis ı : the rneningitis nıay de
vı~! o p as J. ;·t?sult oi loc<l ,;pr•.:-Jci oi infection tcı the 
iTıı..:ningc ~. 

~ . Tuhercu fcus rn t:ni:~:;itis . Here the on set nıJy 
be grJdLi.ii tover weeks) bclore the ch,ı racter i stic 

pictu re or rıllclli :ı gi ti s oc cu rs. ;-\lter the rııcıı i r; go
cocc:ıl fornı, it i ~:. tl--:c co:rinH)ncst typc nıct \vi th. 

The JCt:'..;: ·:i~:L..!r!un or· pc~·:Jicnt exudJte nve: th~ 

IJ\: ::-.c oı th~: b r.Jirı nıJ-..: (.ıffc ~. ~:· the crncrging ,~L1r~i l.ıl 

i1C~'!t~S. 

Tre<Jtment 

Nursirıg. Patienb wi th meningilis are severel y 
i li, thus rcquiring the ıııost ski llcd nursing. They 
nıav resent Jll disturbdnce, so thJt gre<ıt pa tience 
on ;he part v i the nurs~'is needcd to ~ake surc tlıJt 
the pJtierıt gets )uiiicic1ıt fluicls: .ın irılrJvenous 

infusion nıay be neccssJry. The p<.!tient is best 
nursed in J subducd light 011 accoL:nt of the photo
phobia. Quictrıess ıs c,sential 25 noisc is bac!lv 
tolerated. 

.~ 

Special treatnır.:n: 

Pvogenic meningitis. The in troducti on ot ,ıııti

biotic drugs h,ıs conı p! ett::l \, dı a n gcd the r;utlook 
in pyogcn ic rr.cr: ing!tis. !3clc;re these dru g~ -..vere 
used. the n~d;~ ., ;ı :. -.. ' e;! c.:scs oi ıııe!·ı !nt; !t i s dicd . 
Now tlıe v.ıs< nı.-,iuitv :ccovcr . Deperıding on :he 
scvı::itv :ın d iVi.Y:: ı) ; :rı i<~·-.:t!,)ll. it is UoUcil to gi vc 

sulpi~olıJm: c!c-, ~;:ıd pc:~icillir~ lup to 2 :nili:l;;ı 

unii~ e ··~~:~rv : ~o~ hüurs;. C!ıl ı)ıt..tın~hen ;co : nı(.ı y be 
t; i v~ · ı irı .Jcit.iition . ;;spcı: i al!': in c hiidrc:ıı. 1\:ni cıi!i r. 

ı: i l).+.J CıO ı.ı...ı ~ U .i) ı )C uııits ) i~ ~o rneti:ııes g!veı~ by tht.: 

Toohey's Medicine for Nurses, Arnold Blomm,Stephen Bloom, c h.; n~~·. ! ,;,c , ;.:; • J r·, ,~ :;i , ~ ;, •Ji ·; ,~ ~ s..,. 'Strc;.ırc rıwcır . 

London: Longman Group Limited, 1986 

p..;; .:- · :m:;:L>::~·:! i c~: : i c .:l: :u · P. \ :~ 1 .ı nd ıscıı; .:.:: :d . ;r ~~ 
·~:·.~t; !ı :1!';{1; :r~~ ,;ı;-: n·::i:'! l i.Y ·. )t· r~'t: :..)r:~.:i.Di;i':l :·; 

: ... T.U'.\':1 . . n·~~:r ::h i ı..::ı :.:-: ..:~ ~·.·;u ır.o:-:l ··~!:·i.~C i'- 1 ·! . i ~l: :: : : ~; 

,~;·~ ..: :; nt: t :'....::~ ·. J ~·or ,J.t :~~.! ~ ~ •) ıı~r:!~tt~ '; . In ::·.:~~+)\ ~ ~· 

c:.:~: ~? ~ . L!;·..: ·~~ ; ,.: ·:::e :; : ': ~~ :ı : r':r~:~~l'. ·.~ ·=~ii! y . i".ric:J '\ 

: ;~ :~ .:; ;i·;ı.;::~ : ~i ;.; r ~·.ı-~· :: ;: 'i':e : :ı-! '.!:'< i•):\:C . : i : r.: •..:: ~ .;i 

· ~;:r·: . ~.:: :. : . .':!· :: . ~:::: : : :, :::: ; i·~·iı ·. :::. ·;: :;·: ::e . ·. ı~ · : .~ ::~.::". 

- · " ' ' ': ı ; · . 
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APPENDIX G: Text 31 Test 3 

·ıııc ııw ı ; i ııl'l> cıJ no i~ ~ of - ~-:;Jw;_ıi!ı :, uıv~· ; :ıı;~ IIH' 

hr;ı iıı ;ıııcl ~;;iıı;ıl cord: ! lıc pi.ı, ;ır;ıclıııoid .ıııı.l rluı.ı 

ıııatcr. ı'v\cningit i s (infl.-ınımation of the mcningc>J 
is the ınost conııııon and inıportaııl di>e;ı;;c alleel 
ing tlıe nıcninges . The infcction :ıı,ıy be blood
borııc or from locıl srırc,ıcl. 

3 . Vir,ı/ nıcningitis . This is usu,ıl l y less scvcrc, 
anel nıay occur in cpidcnıics. 

fJi<~gnosi) u( meningilis 

To conlirnı the diJgnos is, a 'lumb.<r JJuncturc' will 
Symptor!;_s anel signs ~ 

. be done. Here a nceelle with J stilelle is in>e~tccl, 
The conınıüııesi ·~~cJtures are lıcacl.ıche, ııcck stili- u neler the strictcs/ aseptic tcchniquc, bctwecn the 
ncss .ınci clo u cliııg ol coıısciousness. third aııcl lourth or fourth Jncl fifth lumb.ır ver-

ı. Onsct. This is in most CJses quick (hours or tcbrac. passing tlıe cJura nı.ıter and into the s·ub-
d.ı·ts) with the cxccption of the tubcrculous typc. arachrıoid srı.ıce . On withcJrawing the stiletle the 
The pa~icnt is severely ili, with iever. cerebrospinal il u id (CSFj flows through the needle. 

:2. 1-!eJdJchc. This is const,ıııt and persisterıt. lt Norr:ıJI CSF comes out clrop by droiJ Jt a certairı 

comes on early and is associateci with vomit ing. prcssure (whiclı cın be measured by J spccial 
3. Ailered consciousness. The patieııt is el rowsy manometeri and, most im!Jortantly, is always crvs-

- - and -i rı:itable, and . ı)iten del irious-~- He re~ents being --·. tal clear. 

touched or distu ıbed. In meningitis. the CSF is cloudy and spurts out 

-.ı. Neck rigidity. There is a rmrkecl stiifness oi uncler high pressure, and irı pyogenic meningil is it 

the ncck. The patient !ies in a characteristic atti - nıay be irankly purule nt. l3y exanıirıing the fluiel in 
tude, curled up irı bed anel turııed away frorıı the the l.:boratory anel culturing the orgaııi s m, the ex -
light. as photophobia (dislike oi l ightl is preserıt . act l\'PC of men ingilis can be ascertained: thi s 

S. Convulsions or t'ib. Tnesc are comıTıı)n, cspc - procedure is particulariy importaııt to diagnosc an 

ci,d!y in iı~fants. earlv casc oi tuberculous merıingitis . 

G. Kcr:ıi:;':> sign. Thi:; '' the resistance mct \':ith 
on c~ttenıpting to ~t:aighterı the flexcd (benc!eclı 

knee. as this rnovement strctches the inilanıeel 

mcııingcs · causing pa in. 

Typcs of meningilis 

~ . Pyogenic :ııeningitis. lv\eningococcal 
mer:iııgitis is by far the most cornınon forııı in the 
aciult, Jnd often occurs in epidenı i cs. 1-!Jemop!ıi

lus inOuenz;;c aııd E. co/i are sonıetirııes respon 
sıblc irı chilc!hoocl : the onset and course mJy be 
p.:ı ticular:'l rapid in childreıo. In streptococc:ıl zıııd 

SLJf:-hylococcal nıeningitis thcre may be evielence 
of i;>ı'cction in the ear (otiti s rrıcdia l, mastoid or 
o~hc: s:nus\Os (si r.u si tis i : the ıneııingitis ıııay de
vc!op ,ıs _: result ol loul ,:prczıci oi iııtection to the 
il'1C:nınge~. 

2 _ T uhcr\:ufcus :nt~r-;i:~:;itis. Here the ons~t rnJy 

be :;;:ıclLial tovu '.veeks : bclore the ch.ıracteristic 
;)ic:urc of mcııi:ıgitis occurs. ,-\lter tlw rneıı ir~go

cocc:ı! forrn, it i;; t!-:c CiJ:riilH)ncst lypc nıct \'::th. 

The ~1CC:.;:~;~:L.ır:uıı or· pcr:..ılcnt ı.:.'xud .. 1tP nve: lhi. 
b~:>~..:: oı tl1~-:: br.Ji i ı rıı ~1 .,_ .. t1r.fc ı. ~:· the: crııt:.~rgiı)g "~r~1r~; .. ıı 
nc~'Jı:;s. 

Treatment 

Nursing. Patients with mcrıirı g itis are severe ly 
ili, thus rcquiring tlıe most skillcd ııursing. They 
may rescnt all clisturbancc, so thJt gre,ıt patience 
On the part vi the nursc 'is needt.:d lG rrıake su re tlıat 
the potient gets ~utlicieııt fluicls: Jn inlrovenous 
infusion ınay be necessary . Tiıe p<:tieııt is best 
nursed in J subdued light on account ot tlıe piıoto

phobia. Quietrıess is e>sent ial JS noisc is badlv 
toleratecl. 

Special /reJtmcnt 

Pvogenic mı::ningitis. The introduction of ,inli 

biotic drugs has conıpiete!~-' chcı ııgecl the outiook 
in p\·ogenic rTcH:irigit is. f-3t.'t"ore tht-:se drug~ · .. ve re 
used. the rı:d;~_ı;ı:.\' !_)f c.::.:cs or inen!nsitis dicd. 
No\'.' the v .ıst r:ı.-,jcritv rccover. Depeneling on :he 
sevc!·itv .ıııd ivp•,; ı): ;ııi,::ct ; un . it is u"u~ıl to givc 

su lp!~t)ııJn1 : c!e :o :ı:ı d pc:1ic ill iı~ (up to 2 n;il li l:n 

ur:il~ .::·:•n::rv 2 to~ hcıurs;. Chl ıJıdın;.;herıicc~l ill <.t·;; be 
t:iv<e'1 iıı ackiitioı!. •:spcciah· iıı chiidren. Pt:nicıi!ir. 
(i ü.ı.)(t() tu ~D .D ıJC uı1ib; ı~ '!0 n1e ti nıc ~ g!veıı b~,' ;ht: 

Toohey' s Medicine for Nurses, Arnold Blomm,Stephen Bloom, r h.;·ı~,o·! ,;..,'" ,:.:ı•m.: •: i ' ~1i• ,_;;,,~ ·"'~- Stre;.ı•crr.vc;n. 

London: Longman Group Limited, 1986 

;J .. ~:-:--:ır.ıi:U = ~·:ıic ~:iiL .:ct: - P.\ :~ı .iı:ı..i ~~~)n : .:z:d -.:r~ ~ 
·~:'.'t.' ~l : ~ : O(I! :r~ ~ jt-:!1': i i i'.' Oi':' •.)f r~~·.,: V r :.;~l!li.:ı:1 :-; 

:...:; : u'.v:ı. ~li·~ :-:r .•:hi...::ı t;-: ..:! ~·::ı) :r.o:-:( · ..:!· :·t~C i\.:~ .:ı g:~::\:< 

. :.:-~! ._::::~~t:: :L '.:! :.! =·or .:.:.t ; ~~..:.:.:~ •) rı~r ;. p tb ·; . l ı~ :·.~~! ı )t 2:: 

cJs~~~- , _~ ; ·.,; ·~~ ;ı,;·: ~:e ;. >::;:ı : n:~ :.: tl·. ·~ C~ii:· ... . ; '·: :-:c.;~

: ; ~ :~ ·:: ;!·~·:.::: :~ :~) ;.:r~·.~":!:i 't:e : :ı~·_;~-:i.) \:C , ;: :r~·.::.:: O: i 

: : •. ~ ; .. : . 
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A. Choose the best answer. 

1. Which ofthe fallawing is not a sign or symptom ofmeningitis? 
a ) Hypothermia 
b) Neck stiffness 
c) Vomiting 
d ) Photophobia 

2. Which one of the fallawing bacteria types is the underlying cause of pyogenic meningitis ') 
a ) streptococcus type 
b) E. Coli 
c ) staphylococcus type 
d) Shigella 

3. The cerebrospinal fluid ( CSF) is taken from the 
a ) arachnoid matter 
b ) dura matter 
c ) subarachnoid matter 
d ) pia matter 

4. Alumbar puncture is usually performed 
a ) between the first and second lumbar vertebrae 
b) between the tenth and eleventh thoracic vertebrae 
c) between the third and fourth lumbar vertebrae 
d ) between the eleventh and fifth thoracic vertebrae 

5. Which type ofmeningitis is found more frequently? 
a ) tuberculous meningitis 
b ) viral meningitis 
c ) pyogenic meningitis 
d) all ofthem 

6. The least dangerous type of meningitis is usually 
a ) viral meningitis 
b ) meningococcal meningitis 
c ) tuberculous meningitis 
d ) pyogenic meningitis 

7. Which of the fallawing is not a standard procedure in the treatment ofmeningitis? 
a) more f1uid intake 
b ) more light in the room 
c ) a quiet room 
d ) chemotherapy 

8. The antibiotic used for the treatment oftuberculous meningitis is 
a ) penicillin 
b ) sulphonamide 
c ) streptomycin 
d ) chloramphenicol 
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B. Answer the following questions . 
ı ı 6 

1. What is meningitis ? 

2. What are the types of meningitis ? 

3 . What are the three most com m on signs and symptoms of meningitis ? 

4. What are the other specifıc signs and symptoms ofthis disease? 

5. Ho w is meningitis diagnosed ? 

6. Deseribe briefly the technique oflumbar puncture. 

7. W hat are the differences between the cerebrospinal fluids ( CSF ) of an infected patient and 
a normal person ? 

8. How is the general treatment procedure of this disease? 

9. Write the antibiotic drugs used for the treatment of pyogenic meningitis. 



117 
C. In Turkish, write everything you understand from the text. 



APPENDIX H: Idea Units in Text 3 

MENlNGlTIS 

1. The meninges consist of 3 sheaths 

2. covering the brain 

3. and the spinal cord: 

4. the pia, 

5. arachnoid and 

6. dura matter. 

7. Meningitis (inflammation of ıneninges) 

8. is the most common disease affecting the ıneninges. 

9. The infection may blood borne 

10. or from local spread. 

1 l . SYMPTOMS AND SIGNS 

12. the coınmonest features are headache, n ec k sti ffness 

13. and clouding of consciousness. 

14. (J) Onset. 

15. This is in most cases guick 

16. (hours or days) 

17. with the exception oftuberculous type. 

18. The patient is severely ili 

19. with fever. 

20. (2) Headacbe. 

21. This is constant 

22. and persistent. 

23. lt comes on early 

24. and is associated witb vomiting. 

25. (3) Altered consciousness. 

26. The patient is drowsy 

27. and irritable 

28. and often delirious. 

29. He rescnts bcing touched 
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30. or disturbed. 

31. ( 4) N ec k rigidity. 

32 . There is a marked stiffness of the neck. 

33. The patient lies ina characteristic attitude, curled up in bed 

34. and tumed away from light, as photophobia ( dislike of light) is present. 

35 (5) Convulsions and fıts . 

36. These are common, especially in infants. 

37. (6) Keming's sign. 

38. This is the resistance met with 

39. on attempting to straighten the tlexed (bended) knee 

40. as this mavement stretches the inflamed meninges 

41 . causing pain. 

42. Types of meningitis 

43 . Pyogenic meningitis. 

44. Meningococcal meningitis 

45. is by far the most common form 

46. in the adult 

47. and often occurs in epidemics. 

48. Haemophilus influenza 

49. and E. Coli 

50. are sametimes responsible 

51. in childhood: 

52. the onset and course may be particularly rapid in children. 

53. In streptococcal 

54. and staphylococcal meningitis 

55. there may be evidence of infection in the ear ( otitis media) 

56. mas to id or other sinuses ( sinusitis ): 

57. the meningitis may develop asa result oflocal spread ofinfection to the meninges. 

58. (2) Tuberculos meningitis. 

59. I-lere the onset may be gradual 

60. (over weeks) 

61. before the characteristic picture of meningitis occurs. 
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62. After the meningococcal fonn, 

63. it is the commonest type met with. 

64. The accumulation ofpurulent exudate 

65. over the brain 

66. may affect the emerging cranial nerves. 

67. (3) Viral meningitis. 

68. This is usually less severe 

69. and may occur in epidemics. 

70. DIAGNOSIS OF MENINGITIS 

71. To confınn the diagnosis, alumbar puncture will be done. 

72. Here a needle with a stilette is inserted, 

73. under the strictest aseptic technique 

74. between the third and fourth 

75. or fourth and fifth lumbar vertebrae, 

76. passing the dura matter 

77. and into the arachnoid space. 

78. On withdrawing the stilette 

79. the cerebrospinal fl.uid (CSF) 

80. comes drop by drop 

81. ata certain pressure 

82. (which can be measured by a special manometer) 

83. and most importantly, it is always crystal clear. 

84. In meningitis, the CSF is cloudy 

85. and in pyogenic meningitis 

86. it may be frankly purulent. 

87. By examining the fluid in laboratory 

89. and culturing the organism, 

90. the exact type of meningitis can be ascertained: 

91. this procedure is particularly im portant to diagnose an early casc of tuberculous 

meningitis. 

92. TREAT.lv1ENT 

93. Nursing. 
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94. Patients with ıneningitis are severely ill, 

95. thus requiring the most skilled nursing. 

96. They may resent all disturbance, 

97. so that great patience on part ofnurse is needed 

98. to make sure that the patient gets sufficient fluid: 

99. an intravenous infusion may be necessary. 

100. The patient is best nursed in a subdued light on account of photophobia. 

1 O 1. Quietness is essential 

102. as noise is badly tolerated. 

103. Special treatment. 

104. Pyogenic meningitis. 

105. The introduction of antibiotics has completely changed the outlook of pyogenic 

meningitis. 

106. Before these drugs were used, 

107. the majority of cases of meningitis di ed. 

108. Now the vast majority recover. 

1 09. Depending on the severity 

11 O. and type of injection, 

lll. it is usual to give sulphonamides 

112. and penicillin 

1 13 . (up to 2 million units 

114. every 2 to 4 hours). 

115. Chloramphenicol may be given in addition 

116. especially in children. 

117. Penicillin 

118. (10.000 

ı ı 9. to 20.000 units) 

120. is sometimes given by the intratechal route, i.e. by alumbar puncture. 

121. Tuberculous meningitis. 

122. Chemotherapy has also changed the course of this disease. 

123. Streptomycin, 

124. para-aminosalicylic acid (PAS) 
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125. and isoniazid are given 

126. until the sensitivity of the organism is known 

127. after which the most effective agents are continued 

128. for at least 6 months. 

129. In some more serious cases, 

130. drugs may be given intratechally. 

131. Pyridoxine is given 

132. to prevent the toxic effects of isoniazid, 

133 . and anticonvulsants may be necessary, 

134. especially in children. 

NUMBER OF UNITS: 134 



APPENDIX 1: Text 41 Test 4 

DIPI-iTHEI\IA 

CıtN'S. lniection with the diphthcria bacillus. cıf 
which ılıere are several str<iiııs, the -gcavis strain 
lwing tlıe nıo;t scverc. . · · 

Sprcacl. M.:ıinly by droplet infection. Indireel 

'prcad le .g . from sucking infected pencilsı also 
nııerı occur~. 

lncu!J.ıtinn period. Short- -t.wo to four da,·s. 
lncidt'nc·c. Children are chicfly aiiccted, 

alıhough dirıhıheria m<ıy ;ıl·,o be seen in ;ıdulh, 

C'StJecially during epidemic~ .. Winıer is the nıo"ı 

u~u.ıl >easorı for di;)hthcri.:ı. 
Pzıtlıology. The illnc.>:>s takes the form oi il t\·pie<.ıl 

loc.:ıl lc,ion wiılı a severe general ıuxacmia. 
The loc.:ıl lcsion b .:ı rrıenıbranous exudate 

wlıı< lı U>u :ılly O< cur; in tlıl' ıhro,ıt. cau,ing i.ıuci;ıl 
diplııfwri<ı. Le>> uiıı:n it i; ;ituJted citlıer in the 
ııu<,l' lc.Ju'>iııg · na-.al diphtheriJ} or in the l.:ırynx 

lc.ıu>ing IJryrıgcal dipiııheriJ). Combint·d lpsions 
nıay occur, in rarcr ca><:,, s~!i ·;ı diphthcri<ı nı.ıy be 
prc•,cnı. 

Alıhough thl' urgani~rns rL;nıaiıı in thl' nıcnı· 
lır.ııw. tlıl'y rır()duce a ,·ery j;owl'rı.ul to>. ı ı·. \\ lıich 
'.ıu'>C'' <ı gL·m·ral ıoxacrııia . Tf ı e lo\.iıı r;.ırıı, ul.ırly 
all;ıch ılw lwarı mu,clc ımyoc,ırdiurnı. c.ıu,ınf.: ;ın 

,ıı · ıılı· III)<H .ırıJıiı' , .ııııl !lll' ııı · rVOll'> 'Y'il'lll, t;ll;'> · 

ııı~·. v.ııiııu·, iıırııh oı· p.ır.ıly-.ı-.. 

l)ıplıılıı · rı.ı < .ırı ;ıfi'l'< ı ııııııı.ırıly ılıl' i.ıu< (''>. ılw 
11()·.ı' ııı ılır• l,ıf\ nx . 

. 1. ı lw ıııı"·l rıı.ıy ı w iıı,idiııu'> willHıtıı olıvirıu~ 

lı·\ · t · r . ı·:uı ııw pul•.ı· ,., r.ıpid ,ıııd llıL'f<' nı.ıy lıv 

m:ırkl'd <·,lı.ıu,ıion .ıııd ~',l'fll'r.ıl nı,ıl.ıı,<·. 

:.!. [c..,ırııirı.ııion of ılıv tlırıı.ıl r<•v(•,ıl' llı. ı ı llw lıııı 

-,il-, .ırı• cıı\'l'r<'d lıy ;ı grl·,-i,fı-whilı: nıı·nılırarw. 

·ı lı ı~ niC'rıılır.ın<' nı;ıy <'>-l<'nrl OVL'r ItH' )Cıil rıal.ılc 
; ıııd cııınol lıl' wipcd of/ wııh .ı >walı. Tlıv lırc,ıılı 
lıd-. .ı nıu~ly ·,nwıt. 

. : ı. Tlıc lıırı,ill.ır gl.ı nci' in ıhc m·ck .ırc t>nl;ırg<·d, 
gıvıng ılw 11L't k J ~woılcrı .ıpp•.>Jran< e. 

-\. iıı rı.ı;.ıl uıphlfıL•ri<ı, lhı.: rııerııiırarıl..' is (Ol)· 

fin<·d lo ılw rıo,e. c.ıu~.irı;: .ı hlııod·'-l,ıinvd ıı;ı.,;ıl 

Ui)clıJrgL'. 

5 . \VIwn ıhr· nwnıhr.ınt' involvL''- ıı~t· ı;ırym., 

bre,-ılhıng bcconıes obsırucıed and lhc lr.ıchca 

rıı,ıy lıav<· lo be opt·n<!d >urgicalıy (lrachL·osıomy) 
lo .ıllow the child lo brc.ııhc. 

G. My<ıcJrdilis nıay lıc CJused by the loxins 
produced by the dirıhlheria . b<ıcilli. l lw rıulse 
bc:coml''> very rapid, tfll' bloıii:J pres,urc iall> and 
dl'atlı can iullow. 

~.: Par,ıly:-.is oi lhc• nervc) and mu)cles nı.1y al;o 
be c<ıu<,cd lıy the toxim, le;ıding to diiiicully in 
brc•Jihing and 5wallm':ing. 

[)izıRnu~i>. A ıhroaı svv.ıh is i.:ıkcn and '-Cilt ıo the 
IJiıorJICJry iw tuııure . l lııs wıll fL'Vl'dı trw prc-.
enc e of ı hı.: dir:ıhıhcri.ı b;ıcillus. 
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TrcatmC'nt 

Onc.e the diagno>is of diphthcria is suspcctcd. it is 
besı to give trPalment ~tr;ıight aw::ıy without w,ıit· 
ing for the result of the throat swab. This i> becausc 
the diphthcria toxin can spread so rapidly. Oiph · 

theria antitoxin is injec ıed intramuscularh. u>ually 
ina dosc oi 2-1 .000 unit>. In cases morc ~evcrc or 
collap>cJ, J biggcr Jose may be given in· 
travcnously. In additi<Jn, pcnicillin should bl' 
;ıdmini'>l<'rl·d to O\'t."rcnrne the ~rırcad oi the hacili i . 

Pt c1·erıtıun 

Epidl'rııi(~ oi diphıhcria u,cd to be J ıpalurc oi 

to,.,., liie <ınd speci.ıl icvc r hospitJis were buiıı to 
accomnıoJ,ıte ıhcse ;ırıd simil.ır cascs. Th.1rıks to 
tlıe succes~ oi tlıe inınıunisatiorı p rogrJnııne. the 
disease hJs ,ılrrıost been eradicated. lnoc ul<ılion 
against ditJhtheria i·; combined with vaccines 
against whooping couglı and tetanus (triple \'JC· 

cine) and gi,·cn to b.ılı i es ,ıl .:ıpproxinıatcly 3 
nıonths, at 5 rııorıths .1ncl .ıg.1in 1 O nıonıhs . Booster 
doses rııJy be given at 5, at 1 ı and al ı 8 yeLırs. 

Toohey's Medicine for Nurses. Arnolci Rlomm,' 

Stephen Bloom, London: Longman Group Limited, 1986 



A.Cl10ose the correct answer. 
1
,
4 

l.Which of the following is not the way of transmission of diphtheria to other people? -
a ) using objects ( e.g. handkerchiefs ) of an infected person 
b ) blood transfusion 
c ) sneezing directly in the air 
d) moisture ejected in the air from a person's throat, nose or mouth 

2. The ineubatian period is typically 
a) 1-12 days 
b) 5-7 days 
c) 2-4 days 
d) 1-7 days 

3. Diphtheria is often a disease of 
a ) warm seasons 
b ) hot seasons 
c ) cold seasons 
d ) all seasons 

4. The most comman type of diphtheria is 
a ) faucial ( throat ) diphtheria 
b ) skin diphtheria 
c ) laryngeal diphtheria 
d ) nasal diphtheria 

5. Diphtheria may not cause 
a ) myocarditis 
b ) paralysis 
c) death 
d) anemia 

6. Which of the following does not usually h elp confirm diagnosis ? 
a ) grayish-white membrane in the throat 
b ) investigation of blood serum 
c ) laboratory culture 
d ) pulse measureınent 

7. Which of the following is not a sign or symptom of this disease ? 
a ) slow pulse 
b ) large tonsils 
c ) difficulty in breatlıing ( dyspnea ) 
d ) blood in nasal discharge 

8. The treatment of diphtheria does not include 
a ) penicillin injection 
b ) tonsillectomy 
c ) injection of diphtheria antitoxin 
d ) tracheotomy 

9. Prevention against diphtheria includes 
a ) immunization 
b) hygiene 

c ) isolation of the patient 
d ) all of the m 



B. Answer the following . 
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1. What is the cause of diphtheria? 

2. Which type of diphtheria is most dangerous? 

3. Ho w do es a healthy person become infected ? 

4. What is the epidemiology of diphtheria ? 

5. What is the most common type of this disease? 

6. What are the signs and syınptoms found in the throat ? 

7. Ho w is diphtheria diagnosed ? 

8. What ınedicines are used for treatment ? 

9. What can be done to prevent epidemics ? 

1 O. Which parts of the bocly ınay become infectecl by diphtheria? 
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C. In Turkish, write everything you understand from the text. 



APPENDIX J: Idea Units in Text 4 

DIPHTHERIA 

ı. Causes 

2. Infection with diphtheria bacillus 

3. of which there are several strains, 

4. the !:,Tfavis strain being the most severe. 

5. Spread. Mainly by droplet infection. 

6. lndirect spread 

7. (e.g. by sucking infected pencils) 

8. also often occurs. 

9. Incubation period. 

1 O. Short- two to four days. 

ı 1. lncidence. 

12. Children are chiefly affected, 

ı3. although diphtheria may also be seen in adults 

ı4. especially during epidemics. 

ı 5. Winter is the most usual season for diphtheria. 

16. Pathology. 

17. The illness takes the form of a typical local lesi on 

ı 8. with a severe general toxaemia. 

19. The local lesion isa membranous exudate 

20. which usually occurs in the throat 

21. causing faucial diphtheria. 

22. Less often it is situated either in the nose ( causing nasal diphtheria) 

23. or in the larynx (causing laryngeal diphtheria). 

24. Combined lesions may occur 

25 . in rarer cases 

26. skin diphtheria may be present. 

27. Although the organ isıns reınain in the meınbrane 

28. they produce a very powerful toxin 

29. which causes general toxaeınia. 

117 
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30. The toxin particularly attacks the heaıi muscle (myocardium) 

31. causing an acute myocarditis, 

32. and the nervous system, 

33 . causing various fonns of paralysis. 

34. Diphtheria can affect primarily the fauces 

35. the nose 

36. or the larynx. 

37. Symptoms and Signs. 

3 8. ( 1) The onset m ay be insidious 

39. without obvious fever. 

40. But the pulse is rapid 

41 . and there is marked exhaustion 

42 . and general malaise. 

43. (2) Examination of the throat reveals that 

44. the tonsils are covered with b,Yfeyish white membrane. 

45. This meınbrane may extend over the soft palate 

46. and cannot be wiped off with a swab. 

47. The breathe has a musty smell. 

48. (3) The tonsillar glands in the neck are enlarged, 

49. giving the neck a swollen appearance. 

50. (4) Innasal diphtheria, 

51. the membrane is confıned to the nose 

52. causing a blood-stained nasal discharge. 

53 . (5) When the membrane involves the larynx, 

54. breatlıing becomes obstructed 

55 . and the trachea may have to be opened surgica\ly (tracheostomy) 

56. to allow the child to breathe. 

57. (6) Myocarditis 

58. ınay be caused by the toxins produced by the diphtheria bacilli. 

59. The pulse becomes very rapid, 

60. the blood pressure falls 

61. and death can follow. 
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62. (7) Paralysis of the nerves 

63. and muscles 

64. may also be caused by the toxins, 

65. leading to difficulty in breatlıing 

66. and swa11owing. 

67. Diagnosis. 

68. A throat swab is taken 

69. and sent to the laboratory for culture. 

70. This will reveal the presence of diphtheria bacillus. 

71. Treatment. 

Tl. Once the diagnosis of diphtheria is suspected 

73. it is best to give treatment straight away 

74 . without waiting for the results of the throat swab. 

75. This is because the diphtheria bacilli can spread so rapidly. 

76. Diphtheria antitoxin 

77. is injected intramuscularly 

78. in a dose of 24,000 units. 

79. In cases more severe 

80 . or collapsed 

81. a bigger dose may be given 

82 . intravenously. 

83. In addition, penicillin should be adınİnistered 

84. to overcoıne the spread of the bacilli . 

85 . Prevention. 

86. Epideınics of diphtheria used to be a feature of town life 

87. and special fever hospitals were built 

88. to accommodate these and similar cases. 

89. Thanks to the immunisation programme, 

90. the disease has almost been eradicated. 

91. lnoculation against diphtheria 

92. is combined with vaccines 

93 . against whooping cough 
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94. and tetanus 

95. (triple vaccine) 

96. and given to babies 

97. at approximately 3 months, 

98. at 5 months, 

99. and again at 1 O months. 

100. Booster doses may be given 

101. at 5, 

102. at 11, 

103. and at 18 years. 

NUMBER OF UN IT S: 103 



APPENDIX K: The Scores of the Subjects in Test 1 13 ı 

No. ofSs. Group l Group 2 
(control) ( experimental) 

m. c. o.e. 1. U. m. c. o.e. I. U. 

4 4 13 4 3 17 

2 4 3 lO 3 ı ll 

3 3 3 

4 3 4 l2 4 2 12 

5 5 4 21 

6 5 7 34 2 5 16 

7 3 3 8 5 5 19 

8 5 5 13 4 6 5 

9 6 4 16 

10 
_., o 19 4 3 14 .) 

ı ı 3 2 14 2 4 12 

12 6 2 8 
_., 

5 18 .) 

13 3 4 8 3 6 24 

14 4 1 14 4 2 10 

15 5 5 7 4 2 ll 

16 5 2 ll 6 5 9 

17 4 4 6 5 5 11 

18 5 2 17 4 12 

19 4 3 13 4 4 12 

20 6 5 5 3 7 

21 5 2 8 4 3 10 

22 5 o 9 6 5 13 

23 3 4 13 
_., 

3 16 .) 

24 5 4 17 4 2 4 

25 4 5 ı ı 5 5 8 

26 5 3 8 
_., 

5 13 .) 

27 5 5 25 4 2 4 

28 5 4 25 4 6 4 

29 3 5 
_., 

4 2 5 .) 

ın.c= multiple clıoice questions, o.e.= open endcd questions, i.u.= idea units 
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APPENDIX L: The Scores of theSubjectsin Test 2 

No. ofSs. Group l Group 2 
(control) ( experimental) 

lll. C. o.e. 1. U. m. c. o.e. 1. U. 

6 6.5 18 4 4 58 

2 
..., 

3.16 23 4 4.66 21 .) 

3 4 3.83 23 4 2.83 22 

4 6 3.25 33 3 3.83 21 

5 4 5.33 34 4 3.5 20 

6 6 8.5 44 3 3.33 35 

7 1 2.0 14 4 5.49 28 

8 5 3.16 22 

9 5 7.25 33 4 6.5 39 

10 3 2.49 24 

11 6 6.5 26 5 6.16 37 

12 4 5.83 21 5 5.5 43 

13 6 6.5 12 5.33 39 

14 4 3.83 19 4 4.16 16 

15 6 6.5 13 6 6.16 25 

16 3 1.5 25 5 4.33 20 

17 5 2.5 23 6 3.5 24 

18 4 3.26 25 4 4.33 27 

19 1. 5 24 2 6 28 

20 3 3.83 37 4 6 24 

21 4 4.16 15 5 4.99 26 

22 4 2.5 21 5 3 21 

23 4 6 18 4 4.49 54 

24 4 1.83 21 4 4.32 30 

25 2 5.07 25 3.5 26 

26 2 4.16 34 2 3.5 26 

27 6 4 38 4 4.16 "! _,_ 

28 5 5 22 4 3.66 28 

29 2 4.82 20 5 6.16 25 
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APPENDIX M: The Scores of theSubjectsin Test 3 

No. of Ss. Group 1 Group 2 
(control) ( experimental) 

m. c. o.e. 1. U. m. c. o.e. l.U. 

7 5.93 " ') .) _ 5 7.83 66 

2 3 6.57 36 5 3.72 39 

" 6 7.9 57 4 5.57 23 .) 

4 4 4.9 54 5 3.82 44 

5 6 7.9 70 5 6.23 35 

6 7 8.73 78 4 5.91 57 

7 5 5.23 16 5 7.9 41 

8 3 3.97 27 6 5. 12 37 

9 4 6.64 59 6 6.24 65 

10 4 5.56 49 5 7.59 40 

ll 4 5.96 39 4 7 35 

12 4 5.89 26 4 8.1 57 

13 2 7.76 24 5 5.37 40 

14 4 4.92 32 6 5.73 38 

15 4 2.24 27 " 5.26 21 .) 

16 2 5.56 
,..., 
_ .) 

17 " 5.1 21 6 7.28 36 .) 

18 2 6.57 32 s 7.24 51 

19 
..., 

5.26 34 4 7.07 45 .) 

20 5 5.49 39 4 5.6 55 

21 7 7.1 40 4 8.37 68 

22 3 4.24 59 6 4.92 26 

23 3 4.63 28 4 7.83 60 

24 2 6.29 33 5 5.73 42 

25 3 3.93 33 5 5.54 35 

26 4 6.9 46 5 5.54 38 

27 6 6.17 75 4 6.56 35 

28 3 5.29 38 5 4.57 28 

29 4 2.9 21 
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APPENDIX N: The Scores of the Subjects in Test 4 

No. ofSs. Group 1 Group 2 
(control) (experimental) 

m. c. o.e. I. U. m. c. o.e. ı. u. 
7 ') 33 6 5.58 48 

2 5 4.41 6 9 4.74 44 
,.., 

4 4.75 25 9 3.58 39 .) 

4 7 2.25 22 6 4.49 42 

5 5 5.83 38 9 3.74 40 

6 7 9.0 65 9 5.58 53 

7 4.24 12 6 5.5 25 

8 6 3.24 33 5 2.875 lO 

9 6 6.5 8 46 7 6.785 60 

10 6 4.5 34 7 3.83 37 

11 4 1.25 25 7 5.58 34 

12 7 5.49 9 7 4.74 39 

13 7 4.49 14 5 4.25 51 

14 o 4.58 8 7 4.24 35 

15 5 4.49 17 7 7.08 25 

16 7 l 23 5 5.455 40 

17 6 4.75 15 6 3.41 36 

18 6 6.74 44 

19 6 4.08 33 3 3.99 44 

20 5 2 15 5 5.74 51 

21 4 5.66 29 5 
,.., 

32 .) 

22 6 5.24 23 7 3.08 39 
,.,..., 
_ .) 6 5.74 17 

24 7 6.58 23 5 5.08 33 

25 6 3.83 45 5 5.58 37 

26 7 4.25 35 7 5.25 28 

27 7 2.25 63 7 6.24 24 

28 8 5.41 35 4 o o 
29 8 2.83 25 5 3.49 15 



APPENDIX 0: Statistical Tables 

The Results of the t-Test for Pilot Study 

Gl 

G2 

n X 

12.46 

12.55 

s d 

1.37 

1.31 

se d.f. 

0.26 
54 

0.25 

t 

-0.25 

The Results of the t-Test for Multiple Choice Questions in Test 1 

n X s d se d.f. t 

G 1 (control) 4.39 0.99 0.19 
53 2.14 

G2 ( experimental) 3.74 1.26 0.24 

The Results ofthe t-Test for Multiple Choice Questions in Test 2 

n 

Gl (experimental) 4.07 

G2 (control) 3.96 

s d 

1.49 

1.26 

se 

0.28 

0.24 

d.f 

54 0.29 

The Results ofthe t-Test forMultiple Choice Questions in Test 3 

n X s d se d.f. t 

Gl (control) 4.04 1.55 0.29 
54 - 2. ı 7 

G2 (experimental) 4.75 0.80 0.15 
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p 

p>0.05 

p 

p<0.05 

p 

p>0.05 

p 

p<0.05 



The Results of the t-Test for Multiple Choice Questions in Test 4 

n X 

G 1 ( experiınental) 6.29 

G2 (control) 5.96 

s d 

1.54 

1.37 

se 

0.29 

0.26 

d.f. 

53 

t 

0.82 

The Results of the t-Test for Open Ended Questions in Test 1 

n X s d se d.f. t 

G 1 (control) 3.32 1.6 ı 0.30 
53 -1.00 

G2 (experimental) 3.74 1.48 0.29 

The Results of the t-Test for Open Ended Questions in Test 2 

n X 

G 1 ( experimental) 4.34 

G2 (control) 4.52 

s d 

1.87 

1.12 

se 

0.35 

0.24 

d.f. 

54 

t 

-0.44 

The Results of the t-Test for Open Ended Questions in Test 3 

n 

Gl (control) 5.81 

G2 (experiınental) 6.09 

s d 

1.40 

1.41 

se 

0.26 

0.27 

d.f. 

54 

t 

- 0.75 
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p 

p>0.05 

p 

p>0.05 

p 

p>0.05 

p 

p>0.05 



The Results of the t-Test for Open Ended Questions in Test 4 

n X s d se d.f. t 

G 1 ( experimental) 4.31 1.79 0.34 
54 -0.72 

G2 (control) 4.63 1.49 0.28 

The Results of the t-Test for Idea Units in Test 1 

n X s d se d.f. t 

G 1 (control) 13.14 
53 1.23 

G2 (experimental) 11.11 

6.88 

5.20 

1.30 

1.00 

The Results of the t-Test for Jdea Units in Test 2 

n x s d se d.f. t 

G 1 (experimental) 24.46 7.98 1.51 
54 -1.95 

G2 (control) 29.18 10.02 1.89 

The Results of the t-Test for Idea Units in Test 3 

n X s d se d.f. t 

Gl (control) 40.25 16.55 3.13 
54 -0.45 

G2 (experimenta!) 42.07 13.36 2.52 
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p 

p>0.05 

p 

p>0.05 

p 

p>0.05 

p 

p>0.05 



The Results of the t-Test for Idea Units in Test 4 

n x 

G 1 ( experimental) :27.43 

G1 (control) 35.89 

s d 

14.81 

13.11 

se 

:2.80 

:2.48 

d.f. 

54 

t 

-2.26 
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p 

p<0.05 


